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ABSTRACT
Green Relationship is a design solution attempting 
to raise awareness toward the environment and 
reduce consumerism. Waste generation and pollu-
tion have become major concerns of many govern-
ments, municipalities, organizations and individuals 
around the world since they are affecting human 
wellbeing and the environment. As an MFA student 
with VCUQatar, I chose to use design to contribute 
in protecting the environment hoping to make a 
difference in life.
The thesis includes a research and a design compo-
nent. The research explores the recycling programs 
and facilities in Qatar, the governmental and private 
sector actions toward waste generation and collec-
tion, as well as precedent solutions applied around 
the world. Furthermore, it includes a survey on recy-
cling to gather and analyze the community’s feed-
back in order to come up with a solution that aims to 
change people’s behavior toward waste generation 
and to promote green lifestyle.
The design component defines the Green Rela-
tionship as the personal connection between the 
individual and the silent partner, “the environment.” 
It fulfills the basic survival needs, “food and water,” 
and the one and only independency need, “oxy-
gen.” The elements of the Green Relationship are 
the projection of the generic relationships elements 
we know of through the theory of “Humimicing” that 
I introduce in my thesis. Humimicing is the design 
theory that mimics human innate attributes and 
behaviors to develop design concepts to be applied 
in different industries. Every element of the Green 
Relationship is visualized through a different design 
discipline similar to its nature. Therefore, interactive, 
product and critical designs are the mediums used 
to represent Green Communication, Care and Ethics 
respectively through public installation, experimenta-
tion and conceptual design definition. 
The thesis methodology, which is “Make it Person-
al,” concludes in creating the Green Relationship 
that aims to change the behavior of individuals 
and ultimately to reach out to the wider community. 
Under the maxim, “Green is not just a color; it is a 
Lifestyle,” the thesis promotes the use of design to 
inspire people, designers and manufacturers to con-
sume less and generate less waste in order to save 
natural resources and the environment. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
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1.1 Overview
Planet earth is suffering from various environmental 
issues. As listed in the environmental policy of Unit-
ed States and in almost every environmental article 
highlighting environmental problems, these issues 
include hazardous waste, acid rain, overpopulating, 
ozone depletion resulting in global warming, air and 
water pollution and more. For decades now, we’ve 
been creating domestic, industrial and toxic waste 
and dumping it into the environment without realizing 
the damage it is causing to the natural environment 
around us. William Rees at the University of British 
Columbia estimates “that it requires four to six hect-
ares of land to maintain the consumption level of the 
average person from a high-consumption country” 
(Shah 2001). We use “ecologically productive land” 
to do this, “drawing down” our own natural resources 
and those of other countries. Some of the main rea-
sons behind these environmental problems are lack 
of environmental education, unsustainable resource 
use, waste generation and excess consumerism as 
mentioned in the “ORACLE ThinkQuest EDUCA-
TION FOUNDATION” articles.
Recycling can be defined as the processing of 
used materials into new products to prevent waste 
of potentially useful resources. It aims at reduc-
ing the consumption of raw materials, air pollution 
from incineration, and land and water pollution 
from landfilling (Harrison 2014). Due to its benefits, 
recycling has become a key component of modern 
waste reduction and a major topic and interest of 
individuals, community groups, local and sovereign 
governments and multi-lateral organizations around 
the world. Some of these entities have implemented, 
financed or promoted recycling projects, including 
the government of Qatar. As examples: 
• In 2013, the government of Qatar hosted the UN 
Climate Change Conference: COP18, the interna-
tional conference on this subject.
• Belfast City Council is an example of a local gov-
ernment promoting recycling as part of a national 
program. The Council was an organizer of the 
European Week for Waste Reduction, a Europe-
an-wide program encouraging people to reduce 
waste and support their local environment. 
• Greenpeace campaigns against climate change 
and programs protecting oceans, forests, agricul-
ture and more.
• Yale University provides courses on consum-
erism, with part of the curriculum dedicated to 
“reduce, reuse, and recycle.” 
• The Inter-American Development Bank is just 
one multilateral institution financing recycling proj-
ects around the world. 
• In order to have a proper understanding of the 
waste generation and recycling industry in Qatar, 
it is necessary to research the situation within the 
country. The analysis of the research will help iden-
tify areas for improvement and propose solutions.
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1.2  Research Methodology
Research methodology used in this project included 
four different steps. Two steps concentrated on un-
derstanding the recycling situation in Qatar through 
learning about existing facilities and programs. The 
third step was a survey dedicated to Qatar’s com-
munity perspective toward the recycling situation 
in Qatar. The last one concentrated on highlighting 
some of the designed solutions that have been 
previously implemented in different countries around 
the world.
1.2.1 Recycling Facilities in Qatar
In 2008 the Arab Forum for Environment and Devel-
opment (AFED) assessed the generation of munici-
pal solid waste in Qatar as averaging 1.3 kg/per cap-
ita/per day, which is higher than almost all the other 
Arab countries except Bahrain (2.7 kg), Saudi Arabia 
(1.4 kg) and Kuwait (1.4 kg). Among Arab countries, 
Qatar has the second highest rate of plastic waste 
generation (15%), after Jordan (16.8%), and the 
highest rate in glass waste (10%). Industry maga-
zine, Waste Management World published 24 May 
2011 that Qatar creates 7,000 tons of solid waste 
each day, 30% of which is from households, markets 
and offices, the rest from construction and industry.
(“QR4bn Waste Management Plant Gets Ready” 
2011) 
For these reasons the local government and private 
sectors in Qatar have taken actions toward estab-
lishing recycling facilities to process local waste 
and produce raw material to be reused. They use 
household trash as the raw material and produce 
new products/materials to create a closed and sus-
tainable cycle.
Through my market research of recycling facilities I 
have found that the recycling industry has witnessed 
some development during the last few years. I iden-
tified four recycling facilities in Qatar, three private 
ones and one governmental facility. The three pri-
vate recycling facilities are: Al Suwaidi Paper, Doha 
Plastic and Al Hudaifi Tyres. The only governmental 
facility is the Mesaieed Solid Waste Management 
Center (MSWMC). 
 
I visited them all conducting interviews between 
November and December 2011 with the senior 
management team to understand their operations, 
the problems they face and their future expansion 
plans. The interview template and the interview 
reports are found in Appendix 1. However, some of 
the questions were relevant to certain facilities and 
other questions were not. Some business owners 
chose not to answer some questions for business 
confidentiality.
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I discovered at Al Suwaidi Paper Recycling and 
Doha Plastic Recycling that almost 20% of the 
recycled paper and plastic are reused in the local 
market. The remaining is exported within the Gulf 
region, Middle and Far East. This does not create a 
closed and a sustainable cycle since most of the re-
cycled raw materials produced in the local premises 
are exported to other countries and not used in local 
market. Both paper and plastic recycling facilities are 
having difficulties in collecting waste materials. The 
quantity of waste collected is insufficient for the recy-
cling plants to work at full capacity. This is mainly be-
cause of the low level of cooperation between those 
generating waste and the recycling initiatives. Also, 
the level of contamination is high sometimes due 
to the absence of separation at source programs, 
which means having separated bins for different 
types of trash at homes and in public places. 
Fig 1.1: Doha Plastic Recycling – Storage area Fig 1.2: Doha Plastic Recycling – Plastic shredder
Fig 1.3: Doha Plastic Recycling – Extruded plastic
Fig 1.4: Doha Plastic Recycling – Recycled granulesFig 1.5: Al Suwaidi Paper Recycling – Storage area
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Al Hodaifi Recycling facility is situated in the Al 
Rayan Municipality. It primarily focuses on the 
ecological processing of Qatar’s waste tyres and 
utilizing the environmentally friendly by products, to 
the benefit of the Qatari community. The facility can 
process 1.5 million waste tyres per annum. 
The plant produces rubber granules, in sizes from 
less than 0.6 mm to 1.5 mm, which can be utilized 
for a wide range of environmentally friendly applica-
tions, a number of which include:
• Rubberised Asphalt for Roads. 
• Rubberised Tiles for School Playgrounds.
• Rubberised Flooring for Recreational Areas.
• Rubberised Surfaces for Equestrian Areas. 
• Artificial Playing Surfaces for Sports Grounds.
Additionally, by products of the recycling process 
include steel and textile fluff, both of which can be 
utilized, locally in Qatar, in an environmentally con-
scious manner.
The main problem they are facing, as stated during 
the interview, is finding potential applications for 
waste tyre granulate, such as sports flooring, play-
grounds, road construction, mats, foot ware and 
articles for use in family households and in industry..
Fig 1.6: Al Hudaifi Tyres Recycling – Tyres Shredder
Fig 1.7: Al Hudaifi Tyres Recycling – Shredder conveyer belt
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Fig 1.8: Al Hudaifi Tyres Recycling – Factory
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The government has taken its own initiative in estab-
lishing the Domestic Solid Waste Management Cen-
ter in Mesaieed (DSWMC), which is one of a kind in 
the region to transform waste into clean energy and 
fertilizers. 
The DSWMC is expected to reduce the share of 
domestic waste disposed of in landfills from 100% to 
3% or 5%, thereby reducing the share of total waste 
sent to landfills from 92% to 64% (since 30% of the 
total waste is domestic waste). Spread out over 
three square kilometers, the center is meant to seg-
regate waste and then recycle it into new products, 
such as fertilizer, cardboard and plastic. It will also 
convert waste to energy and raise the level of waste 
recycling from 8% to between 20-25%. 
The estimated quantity of domestic (household and 
commercial) waste generated is around 2,500 tons / 
day (year 2011). This excludes industrial, construc-
tion and hazardous waste. The majority of domestic 
waste generated in Qatar is sent to Umm Alafai 
landfill (an unlined landfill) for final disposal. 
The landfill accepts used tyres, and domestic 
(non-hazardous), construction, demolition, and bulky 
waste. The Ministry of Municipality and Urban Plan-
ning (general cleaning project) is responsible for the 
collection of all domestic waste. 
The DSWMC is designed to treat up to 2,300 tons 
per day of mixed solid waste and 5,000 tons of con-
struction and domestic waste. The major problem 
is that the DSWMC cannot process all waste gen-
erated in the country. Some of the waste is still sent 
to landfill areas since the population is growing and 
more waste is generated. 
The second main problem is that the waste recycling 
process is unsustainable. Most of the domestic solid 
waste is not recycled to produce raw material to be 
reused in the local market, but mostly exported with-
in the GCC countries and Far East or incinerated to 
produce energy. Because even when glass, plastic 
and cans are separated in the facility, they are sub-
ject to contamination since they are not separated 
at the source and are mixed with organic and other 
kinds of waste. 
DSWMC
Entrance and Separation area
Compost Plant Recycling Plant WTE Plant
Storage area
Reuse Landfill
Fig 1.9: DSWMC – Facility Mockup Fig 1.10: DSWMC – Facility Mockup
Fig 1.11: DSWMC – Treatment cycle
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Fig 1.12: DSWMC – Waste process cycle
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1.2.2 Recycling Programs in Qatar
I have identified and studied some of the exist-
ing recycling programs in the public, private and 
non-profit sectors in Qatar. This work has enabled 
me to explore the various objectives set by different 
organizations as part of their recycling strategies. 
Each and every organization had its own mission 
and vision and was dealing with a different type of 
premises and target market.
To learn about these recycling programs, I conduct-
ed nine structured interviews with the senior man-
agement at each institution asking them to high-
light the processes in place with regards to waste 
separation, collection and materials involved in the 
processes. We also explored the challenges, prob-
lems, potential solutions and the impact that these 
processes were having on people’s behavior toward 
recycling and waste generation.
 
In most cases I had face-to-face interviews. But on 
three occasions, and because the person i wanted 
to interview was not available, I conducted phone 
interviews instead and i supported it by information 
available on the organization’s web site . Interviews 
with the following programs were conducted in No-
vember and December of 2011:
  a. Qatar Foundation (QF) student housing in Edu-
cation City (personal interview)
  b. Texas A&M University at Qatar (TAMUQ) in Edu-
cation City (TAMUQ; personal interview)
  c. Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar 
(VCUQatar) in Education City (VCUQatar; personal 
interview)
  d. Qatar University (QU) (phone interview)
 e. Katara - Cultural Village (phone interview)
  f. Q-Kleen - Ministry of Municipalities and Urban 
Planning Department (personal interview)
  g. AL Khor community - (phone interview)
  h. Sustainable Qatar - (personal interview)
  e. Green Building Council - (personal interview)
The interview questions and the interview reports 
are found in Appendix 2.
The key findings of my research (described below) 
were that all of the educational organizations are 
trying to implement recycling within their premises. 
Some, however, are more advanced than others. 
  a. QF student housing has implemented a waste 
separation at source program (color-coded bins), 
which they coordinated with the private recycling 
factories in Qatar to collect the waste. “The imple-
mentation of the program has faced many chal-
lenges mainly related to the complicated logistics 
process, not the community using the building” 
as Christopher De Silva, Sustainability Education 
Coordinator, said during the interview. The future 
perspective of the initiative is to implement the same 
process in all QF centers. Mr. De Silva added, “It 
is important to promote and implement the recy-
cling processes, yet it is more important to educate 
people and raise awareness to reduce and monitor 
their waste generation by consuming less materials 
in order to save the environment.”
  b. The insufficient number of color-coded bins 
in TAMUQ resulted in them being inconveniently 
distributed around the building. This created the 
first challenge for students and faculty to use them 
properly. Their second main problem is the lack 
of recycling awareness within the community, as 
Ahmed Lotfi, Sustainability Club President stated. 
The program has raised some awareness among 
students and faculty members, but as Ahmed men-
Systems implementation and raising 
awareness are the main challenges 
that they are facing. But almost all 
of them acknowledged that raising 
environmental awareness is the fun-
damental issue for successful imple-
mentation of recycling programs in 
Qatar. 
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tioned, “I don’t think enough awareness was raised. I 
think a much bigger campaign about recycling needs 
to be organized.”
  c. VCUQatar is in the initial stage of implementing 
a color-coded bin system trying to follow the same 
process employed in QF student accommodation.
  d. Two recycling programs have been established 
in Qatar University (QU), one for paper and one for 
plastic, as well as color-coded bins for waste col-
lection and separation at source. Qatar University 
together with the University of Sheffield has com-
menced a comprehensive one-year project on plas-
tic recycling. Five representatives from the Materials 
Technology Unit of QU and three from the University 
of Sheffield will engage in a number of activities in-
cluding lectures, awareness programs, research and 
conferences. The Materials Technology Unit (MTU) 
of QU recently launched a paper-recycling project 
as part of the organization's goal to promote sus-
tainable protection of the environment in Qatar. The 
project, funded by a grant from QU and Qatar Foun-
dation's Undergraduate Research Experience Pro-
gram (UREP), aims “to make students at QU aware 
of the importance of waste-paper recycling, with 
the long-term objective of transmitting awareness 
to the society as a whole,” said Head of MTU Dr. 
Mariam Al-Maadeed. Dr. Al-Maadeed stated further 
that the students are in the process of constructing a 
pilot-scale recycling plant, the first-ever in an aca-
demic institution in Qatar. "Students will be able to 
synthetize various products made by recycled paper 
pulp," she said, adding that they are also attempting 
to develop pulp-based composite material products 
and investigate their mechanical properties.
  e. Katara has implemented color-coded bins, but 
the challenge is the community awareness in prop-
erly separating the trash at source without throwing 
the wrong product in the wrong bin. 
  f. The Ministry of Municipalities and Urban Planning 
Department stated that the municipalities usual-
ly collect the waste and deliver it to the transfer 
stations and from there it ends up in the DSWTC in 
Mesaieed. In 2006, the Ministry of Municipality and 
Urban Planning Department distributed color-cod-
ed trash bins in public parks to separate trash at 
source. They also started school programs. They 
selected, as a pilot, ten elementary schools for boys 
and ten for girls to study implementing the recy-
cling program, which includes color-coded bins to 
separate trash at source and awareness sessions 
through school activities, lectures and posters. After 
regular follow-up assessments, the Ministry noticed 
good results in waste reduction, proper separation 
and communal awareness.
  g. Al Khor community has launched a recycling 
program in the multinational residential complex in Al 
Khor. The program consists of color-coded segregat-
ed recycling bins for indoor and outdoor use, as well 
as, curbside recycling containers within the Al Khor 
Community. A series of competitions and an aware-
ness campaign has been run in the community’s 
schools in recognition of the importance of involving 
the younger generations in the program. “There 
are over 1,400 children in the Al Khor Community 
and we need their help to spread the message of 
environmentally responsible behavior,” said Al Khor 
Community director Alan Small.
  h. Sustainable Qatar is an independent, volun-
teer-based organization of committed individuals 
promoting environmental awareness within the Qa-
tar community through a series of lectures. “Sustain-
able Qatar seeks to be a resource that empowers 
the community to environmental action by foster-
ing awareness, skills and knowledge,” said Katrin 
Scholz-Barthj, President of Sustainable Qatar.
  i. Qatar Green Building Council Solid Waste Inter-
est Group (QGBC-SWIG) has been formed to bring 
together local experts and interested stakeholders 
in a program of national dialogue, research, edu-
cation and action to ensure efficient, effective and 
sustainable solutions to solid waste management 
across the State of Qatar. “QGBC-SWIG aims to 
raise awareness about issues of solid waste in the 
built environment with a view to helping companies 
and individuals eliminate or minimize solid waste 
generation and handle unavoidable solid waste in 
an environmentally conscious manner,” said Sarah 
Clarke, Member and Founder of Qatar Green Build-
ing Council.
As a summary of all interviews with senior manage-
ment working in different institutions in Doha, I con-
cluded that logistics, systems implementation and 
raising awareness are the main challenges that most 
of these programs are facing. But almost all of the 
interviewers acknowledged that raising environmen-
tal awareness is the fundamental issue for success-
ful implementation of recycling programs in Qatar. 
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1.2.3 Survey 
I designed and circulated a survey within Qatar’s 
community coordinating with Dr. Byrad Yyelland, a 
sociologist in VCUQatar. The purpose of the survey 
was to gather community feedback about the recy-
cling industry in Qatar, its status, and actions that 
might influence its implementation efficiently. The 
survey also aimed at collecting data regarding com-
munity acceptance and perceptions toward designed 
solutions implemented in other countries. Some of 
these solutions combined particular aspects, such 
as fun theories, compensation schemes, functional-
ity and aesthetics. Furthermore, the survey explored 
the challenges, problems, solutions and influence of 
these processes on people’s behavior toward recy-
cling and waste generation.
The survey was circulated in December 2011 within 
the community of Qatar trying to get participants 
from different nationalities, genders and age groups. 
I used the Survey Monkey website to create the sur-
vey template and I distributed it online using email, 
blogs and social networks. 
The survey contained 22 questions; some of them 
were direct inquiries trying to understand the social 
pattern within the country. The rest of the questions 
were indirect trying to understand people’s prefer-
ences, opinions and suggestions for possible solu-
tions. Most of the questions allow multiple-choice 
answers, so people are able to select more than one 
answer for the same question. Within a week, 148 
people from different age groups and nationalities 
had responded to the survey. The survey template 
and the results are found in Appendix 3. The results 
are presented in charts and graphs to summarize 
the outcomes.
People from 25 different nationalities responded to 
the survey. About 60% were female. Eighty percent 
of the participants were between twenty and fifty 
years old and most of them were already aware of 
recycling, waste generation, waste collection and 
separation processes. Sixty three percent of partic-
ipants didn’t recycle; 85% of them stated that there 
are no proper recycling programs in Qatar; 25% 
think that recycling bins are not convenient; 18% 
found it difficult and 16% didn’t know how. Of the 
remaining 37% that recycle in Qatar, 86% of them 
recycle paper. plastic, glass, metal and organic 
materials come after paper at 60%, 28%, 26% and 
11%, respectively.
Of the reasons given for recycling: 82% of respon-
dents said that they recycled to save the environ-
ment, 48% and 46% said that it was family behavior 
and life style, 32% said that it was a school activity, 
11% were expecting return financial benefits, 7% 
said that it was fun and only 3% found government 
obligations a good motive to recycle.
The most important outcome of the survey was that 
almost 94% of the participants thought that recycling 
and separation at source is not well implemented in 
Qatar. Paper collection bins are the most popular, 
and glass and metal are less popular.
Social awareness campaigns scored 90% as the 
best way to promote waste separation and recy-
cling in Qatar. Proper implementation, government 
regulations, fun/entertainment, and compensation 
schemes come next with 77%, 66%, 53% and 31%, 
respectively.
Finally, 42% of respondents indicated that it would 
be a good idea if recycling bins were to have a game 
element, such as to crush cans, shred papers and 
break glass bottles. Almost the same percentage 
thought that this would encourage them to recycle 
more. 
As a result of my survey, it became obvious that the 
recycling industry, waste collection and separation at 
source in Qatar are not very efficient and well imple-
mented. Awareness campaigns seem to be on top of 
the solutions list.
94% of the participants thought that 
recycling and separation at source is 
not well implemented in Qatar. 
90% of the participants thought that 
social awareness campaigns are the 
best way to promote waste separa-
tion and recycling in Qatar.
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Fig 1.13: Survey result chart
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1.2.4 Precedents
Before starting to look at solutions for the situation in 
Qatar, it is essential to check the different approach-
es of creative solutions that have been implemented 
around the world. I have identified several projects. 
Each of them comes from a different design disci-
pline and was implemented in a specific way suited 
to the nature of the solution and the target market. 
Therefore, I classified the precedent solutions in 
different categories in order to highlight the fashion 
and the trend that they emerged from.
First Category: Standard color-coded trash bins
Standard colors have been assigned for trash 
containers in order to create international norms 
to facilitate and ease waste separation at source. 
These colors became commonly used for indoor and 
outdoor trash bins. One color is assigned for every 
type of trash to distinguish the different bins. These 
colors are blue for paper, yellow for plastic, green for 
glass, red for cans and brown for food waste. This 
concept has been applied for domestic and public 
bins. 
Fig 1.14: Outdoors color-coded bins (“KittyMarie: April 2010” 2010) 
Fig 1.15: Indoors color coded bins (“Recycling Bins” 2013)
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Second Category: Saving energy
This innovative idea can be found in the city of Manila in the Philippines, where MIT students came up with 
an ingenious solution for lighting up homes without electricity. A one liter plastic bottle filled with water and 
bleach is placed through a hole in a metal roof redirects sunlight to efficiently light up the inside of buildings. 
Bleach keeps the water free from bacteria, so that it stays clear. An organization called Isang Litrong Liwa-
nag (which means “A Liter of Light”) has already installed over 10,000 of these new “light bulbs” in homes 
across Manila as part of the Solar Bottle Project. Fig 1.17, Fig 1.18 and Fig 1,19 show the installation pro-
cess. (“Solar Bulb. Sun Catcher” 2012)
Fig 1.16: Plastic bottle in metal ceiling (“Solar Water Bulb | The Owner-Builder Network” 2011)
Fig 1.17
Fig 1.19
Fig 1.18
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Third Category: Fun theory to change behavior
One of the most successful projects combining “fun” 
with recycling is “the funtheory.com” initiative of 
Volkswagen. They initiated a competition dedicated 
to bringing change for the better through fun design 
solutions. The idea was that something as simple as 
fun is the easiest way to change people’s behavior 
for the better. Be it for you, for the environment, or 
for something entirely different, the only thing that 
matters is that it’s change for the better. For example 
the Bottle Banks Arcade Machine, which is one of 
Volkswagen competition projects, allows people to 
play with the disposed bottles while littering.
Swiss Miss is another design by Tina Roth Eisen-
berg. It’s an initiative by the city of Lucerne (Switzer-
land) to get people to notice and use garbage cans.  
Hopscotch and basketball are creative and simple 
ways where sports and fun meet trashcans to attract 
attention creatively. (Fig 1.22, Fig 1.23)
Fig 1.20: Bottle Bank Arcade Machine (“POSSIBILITREES | Good 
Info + Initiatives by People Who Give a Damn” 2013)
Fig 1.21: The World’s Deepest Bin (“A NaturezA Num BLOGAG-
RICULTURA BIOLÓGICA” 2009)
Fig 1.22 (“Alt Use – 10 Cool Projects That Give Urban Places And 
Personal Spaces A New Lease On Life ~ Krrb Blog” 2012)
Fig 1.23 (“July | 2011 | The Dirt” 2011)
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Fourth Category: Recycling products for kids
Within this category, many companies and designers have launched products 
and designs, such as, toys, interior display pieces and interactive designs to 
encourage recycling within the young generation. Some of the game packages 
mimic the waste separation and collection processes. This approach is intended 
to subconsciously change children’s perspective toward trash and trash collec-
tion so that it becomes more a part of their life style.
Fig 1.24: Toy Recycling Truck from WOW Toys (“Buy WOW Toys Flip ‘N’ Tip Fred from Our Cars 
Range - Tesco.com” 2014)
Fig 1.25: Lego Recycling Containers (“Carnet de Notes 115 | Carnet de Notes” 2011)
Fig 1.26: The PETer (“PETer Bottle Compactor Looks Cute for Kids, Encourages Them to Recycle - 
SlashGear” 2010)
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Fifth Category: Financially rewarding programs 
for trash
The concept of rewarding for trash is used and 
implemented in many countries. Some programs are 
rewarding with points that offer discounts in retail 
shops, and other programs are rewarding with mon-
ey that can be used for shopping, mostly in super-
markets. Mainly these programs are implemented 
through rewarding machines that accept the cans, 
glass and plastic bottles and issue the reward that 
can be used within the same premises.
Fig 1.28: Rewarding machines in Japan 
(“Big Dumb Recycling Machine. | Shanghai Scrap” 2008)
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Sixth Category: Domestic recycling
Most of the products within this category are 
launched to enhance separation at source. The 
products introduce the element of fun, and also 
sometimes introduce physical exercises. 
Fig 1.29: Log maker (“Goldfin: Paper Logs” 2010) Fig 1.30: Automatic feed can crasher (“Industrial Can Crusher - 
Group Picture, Image by Tag - Keywordpictures.com” 2014)
Fig 1.31: The domestic glass crasher (“Fraser Stubbs Wants to 
Be a Product Designer.” 2014)
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Seventh Category: Touristic attraction
Different types of waste have been used for architec-
tural installations in several countries. Some of these 
projects have become tourist attractions because they 
are made in a very innovative ways. These projects  
use domestic trash instead of traditional building ma-
terials and are great examples, illustrating the beauty 
and harmony of trash, if it is well displayed. Some of 
these projects are not only for display; they are also 
incorporated in houses, hotels and other buildings. 
(Fig1.32, Fig1.33, Fig1.34, Fig1.35)
Nigeria's plastic bottle houses are an impressive 
project within this category. The bottles, packed with 
sand, are placed on their side, one on top of the other, 
and bound together with mud. The bottle houses are 
also ideally suited to the hot Nigerian climate because 
the sand insulates them from the sun's heat, helping 
to keep room temperatures low.
The real beauty of the houses is their outside walls, as 
the round bottoms of the exposed bottles produce a 
lovely design. But for those behind the project, its en-
vironmental benefits are more important. Twenty-five 
houses, which will be available to rent, are being built 
on this estate on land donated by a Greek business-
man and environmentalist. Each house–with one 
bedroom, living room, bathroom, toilet and kitchen–
uses an estimated 7,800 plastic bottles. This "bottle 
brick" technology started nine years ago in India and 
South and Central America, providing a cost-effective, 
environmentally friendly alternative to conventional 
building bricks. Yahaya Ahmed of Nigeria's Develop-
ment Association for Renewable Energies, estimates 
that a bottle house will cost one third of what a similar 
house made of concrete and bricks would cost. It is 
also more durable and bullet proof since Compacted 
sand inside a bottle is nearly 20 times stronger than 
bricks. 
Fig 1.32 (“Nigeria’s Plastic Bottle House | Eco Nigeria” 2011) Fig 1.33 (“Nigeria’s Plastic Bottle House | Eco Nigeria” 2011)
Fig 1.34 (“Nigeria’s Plastic Bottle House | Eco Nigeria” 2011) Fig 1.35(“Nigeria’s Plastic Bottle House | Eco Nigeria” 2011)
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Eighth Category: Museums, Art and Sculptures
Waste materials have been used all over the world 
to create art, sculpture, fashion and other public 
installations. Some of these pieces are displayed in 
museums, art galleries and exhibitions while others 
are used for specific shows or in awareness cam-
paigns, creating iconic pieces and proving that trash 
is not always ugly.
Le Semeur/ Sunlight and flies is an artwork made 
by Jerry Pethick and displayed in Seattle Art Mu-
seum. The monumental work refers in its pose to 
Jean-Francois Millet’s famous painting Le Semeur 
from 1850. The sculpture is made of glass bottles, 
silicone, rubber corks, aluminum and surveillance 
mirror. (Fig 1.36)
The trash people are one 
thousand full-size statues of 
people that are entirely made 
of recycled junk such as drink 
cans and tins. The artwork 
is the idea of the German 
artist HA Schult and was first 
displayed in the German town 
of Xanten, in 1996. They’ve 
since been travelling the world 
(Paris 1999, Moscow 1999, 
Beijing 2001, Cairo 2002, 
Brussels 2005, Koln 2006, 
Rome 2007, Barcelona 2007 
and more). (Fig 1.38)
The Christmas tree in Lith-
uania is another example of 
public art installation made 
of trash. The tree was de-
signed by the Lithuanian artist 
Jolanta Smidtiene, unveiled 
on December 9, 2011 and it 
made of 40,000 Sprite plastic 
bottles. (Fig 1.37)
Fig 1.36 (“Recycled Artists | Olympia Dumpster Divers” 2010)
Fig 1.37 (“Christmas Tree Made from 32,000 Plastic Bottles | wordlessTech” 2011)
Fig 1.38 (“A Load of Rubbish: Eco-Artist HA Schult’s Trash People Sculptures” 2014)
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Ninth Category: Awareness campaigns  
Awareness campaigns have been one of the most effective solutions to promote 
recycling and waste reduction. They can be used to target different age groups 
and different societies. Effective awareness campaigns must take into consid-
eration cultural, demographic, political, social, educational and other aspects 
in order to be successful and reach their goals. Most of these campaigns are 
developed to educate people about the methods of recycling and its benefits. 
The most important goal is to raise awareness about reducing waste generation 
and consumerism. 
Tenth Category: Laws and regulations
Laws and regulations can be very effective solutions to the problem of waste dis-
posal. They are implemented in several countries on small or large scale. They 
are more effective and strict in some places than others, even within the same 
country. Advanced laws and regulations are more applied in developed coun-
tries. They differ from one country to another but they share a lot of similarities in 
relation to waste disposal, landfill, waste collection and recycling. For example, 
the European Union countries, America, Australia, and Japan have developed 
their own environmental laws and regulations to organize municipal and domes-
tic waste handling and disposal. Some of these laws are very strict in charging 
fines when laws are broken.
The EU Waste Framework Directive provides the overarching legislative frame-
work  (mentioned below) for the collection, transport, recovery and disposal of 
waste, and includes a common definition of waste. 
[T]he directive requires all member states to take the necessary measures to 
ensure waste is recovered or disposed of without endangering human health 
or causing harm to the environment and includes permitting, registration and 
inspection requirements. The directive also requires member states to take 
appropriate measures to encourage firstly, the prevention or reduction of 
waste production and its harmfulness and secondly the recovery of waste by 
means of recycling, re-use or reclamation or any other process with a view 
to extracting secondary raw materials, or the use of waste as a source of en-
ergy. The directive’s requirements are supplemented by other directives for 
specific waste streams. (“Waste Legislation and Regulations” 2013; “Waste: 
Legislative Framework for Ireland, UK and Europe” 2014)
Fig 1.39: Recycling awareness campaign poster (“Sustainability Office - Waste Reduction Week” 2010)
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Eleventh Category: Kitchen appliances 
The most attractive product I came across within this category was the “COMPACTOR AND BIO-WASTE DISPOSER ECOBIN 60 TC” by TEXA, a division of Atop 
spa (TEXA 2010). Just one appliance, which can be perfectly integrated into the kitchen furniture, is designed to be opened without the use of the hands and per-
mits the user to manage both domestic organic waste and solid containers for beverages and food since it includes 2 compactors and one shredder for organic food 
waste. 
The first compacter is for plastic bottles that Compresses and shreds plastic bottles that are up to 2 liters in size. The second one is for cans and other types of con-
tainers and packing that  compacts Tetra Pak, carton, tins and other tinplate containers. The shredder treats organic food waste without the presence of water and 
with low energy consumption (4 W per cycle). During the cycle, an enzymatic liquid is nebulized on the waste, thus slackening fermentation and blocking the creation 
of bad smells. The product is simple to use, with advanced technological solutions in the touch screen interface for easy and precise management and control of 
functions. 
Fig 1.40: ECOBIN (“ECOBIN 60TC” 2014)
Fig 1.41: Compactor for plastic bottles Fig 1.42: Compactor for cans and packing
Fig 1.43: Shredder for organic food Fig 1.44: Touch screen
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Twelfth Category: High tech systems
High technology has also been used in some of the 
recycling projects using sensors and transmitters to 
send notification signals for people in charge of the 
system. The winner of The 4th Bin Design Competi-
tion, a call for an electronic waste logo and recycling 
bin for New York City, is the ‘Expand Recycling’ from 
the Netherlands. 
The design team consists of Lovisa Nersing, 
Giovanni Doci, John Kock, Marcel Schreuder, Niels 
Caris, Volker Pflüger, Christian Wiciok, Renze 
Rispens and Cornelia Einicke. 
The intention is to station the bin at the common 
recycling area for apartments and office buildings. A 
facility manager looks after the bin’s activities, such 
as moving the recycling containers to the curbside 
or when it is full. A transmitter and a sensor in the 
bin alerts the recycling company when it is moved 
from the original spot and also helps in giving them 
the chance to customize the pickup routes and work 
more efficiently. The bin only takes up the space 
that is necessary for its content. The bin is made of 
Biopregs, an environmentally friendly bio-composite 
that can be folded to create the two main parts of the 
bin. The bag is made of a heavy-duty fabric with a 
chemical-proof coating. (Fig 1.45)
Fig 1.45 (“Expand Recycling Bin for Apartment and Office Buildings by SpringTime | Tuvie” 2008)
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Thirteenth Category: Urban systems
Large-scale projects for trash collection have been 
developed and installed within urban developments. 
Montreal’s Subterranean Vacuum System sucks gar-
bage out of sight and as a result,
[G]arbage trucks are about to be consigned to the 
dustbin of history…. the Envac Automated Waste 
Collection System, which lets you drop your 
refuse, recycling, and compost down a chute that 
whisks it off to a central sorting facility via a 45-
mph subterranean slipstream. It may sound like 
something out of Logan’s Run, but Envac systems 
are a ho-hum fact of life in places like Barcelona, 
London, and Stockholm. In 2012, Montreal will 
unveil an $8.2 million tube network to service a 
downtown arts district. (Glave and Russell 2010)
The system includes 6 main elements, which are 
shown in the figure (Fig 1.46). These elements are: 
the deposit portholes, the release point, the tubes, the 
suction, the collection facility and the central com-
mand.
1- Deposit portholes: Instead of using trashcans, 
people will put garbage in intake hatches, known as 
portholes, 4 to 5 feet high and 18 to 24 inches wide. 
Separate inlets can be created for waste, recycling, 
and compost. Most will be on public property, but busi-
nesses and residents can opt in.
2- Release points: sensors in the deposit portholes 
will relay load information back to system operators. 
When it’s time to fire up the fans and flush the trash, 
it’s done by waste type to ensure that only one kind 
of material is traveling through the pipes at any given 
time. 
3- Tubes: workers in Montreal are burying nearly 4 miles of 20-inch-wide steel pipe anywhere from 3 to 9 
feet underground below the frost line, to avoid potential cold-weather freeze-ups. The network will eventually 
serve some 8,000 households and businesses.
4- Suction: large industrial fans will create 45-mph winds to pull refuse through the pipeline. Airspeed sen-
sors alert operators if bulky items get stuck — pizza boxes are a common headache. Obstructions can 
usually be cleared simply by cranking up to gale force.
5- Collection facility: the refuse will be carried to a central collection facility serving all portholes within a 
2-mile radius. There, automated software directs the material into the appropriate dumpster, which then gets 
trucked to a recycling center, landfill, or composting plant. 
6- Central command: the system will be controlled remotely from Envac HQ in Stockholm, with only a small 
maintenance staff in Montreal. Operators can speed up collection to meet extra demand during, say, a street 
fair or switch on generators during a power outage.
Fig 1.46 (“Montreal’s Subterranean Vacuum System Sucks Garbage Out of Sight | Wired Magazine | Wired.com” 2014)
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1.3 Decision 
After extensive research into the recycling industry 
in Qatar, and the precedents that have been applied 
around the world, I have a clear understanding of the 
actual situation within the country, including the waste 
problems, the solutions currently applied within and 
beyond Qatar, and the areas where improvements can 
be made.
The government and the private sector in Qatar estab-
lished recycling facilities transforming waste to reusable 
materials, fertilizer and energy. Several organizations 
have also launched programs to raise awareness, 
improve the process of waste separation at source and 
waste collection. The most important research findings 
are that despite the private and public sector’s proac-
tive approach toward recycling, more efforts must be 
made to implement innovative solutions and to raise 
awareness in order to motivate people to partake in 
the recycling culture. Lack of environmental awareness 
was cited, on many occasions during the interviews I 
conducted, as one of the main challenges to engen-
dering a recycling culture in Qatar. Raising awareness 
is therefore clearly one of the obvious solutions to this 
challenge. Furthermore, my survey results rated raising 
awareness as the best solution to promote recycling in 
Qatar. 
An article published by Qatar Financial Center Author-
ity in May 11th, 2009 shows that my research findings 
about the importance of environmental awareness are 
in alignment with the 2030 vision of the authorities in 
Qatar,
[Q]atar was given a clear call to action in 2007, 
when the UN Development Program released a 
report showing that the country had the highest 
per-capita CO2 emissions in the world, at 79.3 
tons per person. Protection and management of 
the environment were made one of the four pil-
lars enshrined in Qatar’s National Vision 2030 - a 
blueprint for the country’s strategy for the next two 
decades - along with human, social and economic 
development. This is to be done through promoting 
awareness of ecological issues across society and 
enacting legislation to support environmental sus-
tainability.(“Qatar: Environmental Pillar” 2009)
My research findings including the precedent solutions 
I mentioned earlier served as a great inspiration for my 
thesis’ subsequent steps– namely the design phase. 
These solutions were diversified and based on differ-
ent design disciplines targeting different age groups, 
societies and cultures. This indicated that a diversified 
and multidisciplinary approach might be a useful way to 
further develop my thesis design component. 
The common ground for all these precedent solutions is 
to protect the environment. More or less, the intention 
and the target of all of them is to use attractive products 
and solutions in order to raise awareness, positively 
change people’s behavior toward the environment and 
their perspective toward waste and waste generation.
The direction I decided to pursue during my thesis de-
sign is a combination of the important reseach findings 
including the commun ground of precedent solutions, 
which are all illustrated on the periphery of the circle 
shown in (Fig 1.47). I chose to focus on creating a 
design solution that aims to raise awareness toward the 
environment and to change social behavior in order to 
reduce waste generation and consumerism. Therefore, 
this direction is positioned in the center of the circle 
showing all my research findings. (Fig 1.47)
I chose to focus on creating a 
design solution that aims to raise 
awareness toward the environ-
ment and to change social be-
havior in order to reduce waste 
generation and consumerism.
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Fig 1.47: Conclusion diagram
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Despite worldwide efforts and actions, consumerism and 
the need for recycling are increasing. Raising awareness 
will not only facilitate and ease the recycling process but it 
will also reduce consumerism and waste generation and 
help protect the environment. Consumerism and awareness 
are strongly related to each other. I built a cardboard mock-
up to show the relationship between them in a simple way, 
as shown in (Fig 1.49). The mockup shows the balance 
between consumerism and awareness. It illustrates that 
when environmental awareness is increased, consumerism 
is reduced and vice versa.
If we simplify the recycling process, it will be represented in 
two parts, front end and back end. These are linked togeth-
er with the process of collection, as shown in (Fig 1.48).
The front end of the process includes waste generation and 
separation at source and the back end includes recycling, 
backfilling and incineration. The collection and the back end 
processes cost money since they require facilities, transpor-
tation and manpower. Therefore, by producing more waste, 
more money has to be spent on the collection and the back 
end activities since the volume of trash to be collected and 
processed is larger than when less waste is generated.
So, instead of finding new recycling solutions to manage 
ever increasing levels of waste, I decided to focus on the 
root cause of the problem to raise awareness, inspiring 
people to generate less, promoting an eco-friendly life style 
and preserving environmental resources. 
The following passage from the book, Cradle to Cradle 
written by William McDonough and Michael Braungart 
could be seen as the motto of the design solution I aimed 
to create,“Stop being so bad, so materialistic, so greedy. 
Do whatever you can, no matter how inconvenient to limit 
your ‘consumption.’ Buy less, spend less, drive less” (Mc-
Donough 2002, 6).
In short, my final decision is: “instead of finding new ways to 
recycle more waste, I want to focus on the root cause and 
create solution to generate less waste.” 
The ideal situation is when recycling becomes an ethical 
issue, a social behavior and a part of our daily lives. It is 
when people are more aware of environmental problems 
and are more considerate in using materials that are difficult 
to degrade. It is when they tend to use more environmental-
ly friendly products. Most importantly, it is that they try not to 
use more then they need, to avoid unnecessary consump-
tion of raw material. If, through my design solution, I can lift 
the issue of waste generation in Qatar to this level, I would 
be able to make a real difference in the community where I 
live. If my solution can be demonstrated to work within this 
community and this country, it might serve as a case study 
for other communities and other countries. 
“Fortunately for human nature, in most cases change be-
gins with a specific product, system, or problem and driven 
by a commitment to putting eco-effectiveness principles into 
action, grows incrementally” (McDonough 2002, 165).
Front end     Collection        Back end
Instead of finding new 
ways to recycle more 
waste, I want to focus 
on the root cause and 
create a solution to 
generate less waste 
instead of finding a 
solution to recycle 
more.
Waste generation
Separation at source
Recycling
Inceneration
Backfilling
Fig: 1.48: Simplified recycling process
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Fig 1.49: Cardboard mockup
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CHAPTER 2: PREMISE
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After completing preliminary data collection and 
analysis, i concluded that my next step is to create a 
design solution that would raise people’s awareness 
and change their behavior toward the environment, 
thus, motivating individuals to reduce consumerism 
and generate less waste. In order to reach my goal, 
I needed to define my premises and principles and 
to set an explicative methodology. As a matter of 
fact, it was necessary to review theoretical frame-
works and concepts within the field of sociology and 
review contemporary sociological literature to study 
the role of design in changing behavior and to find 
the proper mechanism to influence people.  With an 
efficient designed solution, I will be able to achieve 
the expected outcome, which is design for change 
and positive social impact. 
2.1 Design & Society 
 
It is common knowledge that our societies and com-
munities today are confronting multiple and profound 
ecological challenges. On a daily basis, we have 
to deal with massive production and consumption, 
global warming, climate change, decrease in water 
sources and health issues, among many others. 
The report of The Millennium Project founded in 
1996 stated that there are 15 main global challeng-
es providing a framework to assess the global and 
local prospects for humanity. These challenges are 
illustrated in the following diagram. (Fig 2.1) Fig: 2.1
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This is where designers can play a role to overcome 
these challenges and create solutions for some 
of these problems since one of the main design-
ers’ focuses is often to be responsible towards the 
community in order to do good for the society and to 
improve the quality of life. 
Tim Brown stated in his book, Change by Design: 
How Design Thinking Transforms Organizations and 
Inspires Innovation that, “The designers are using 
their design skills to tackle social problems. In these 
cases, designers apply design thinking and design 
methodologies to social issues to create innovative 
solutions” (Brown 2009).
Robert Fabricant wrote in an article published in 
Design Mind and entitled, “Design With Intent: how 
designers can influence behavior” that
[U]sing the UCD approach, designers are one 
step removed from the action. We influence 
behavior and social practice from a distance 
through the products and services that we create 
based on our research and understanding of 
behavior. We place users at the center and de-
velop products and services to support them… 
Designers like Naoto Fukasawa have taken the 
UCD method a step further. For him, the role of 
design is not just ease of use but invisibility. In 
other words, the design should fit so well with 
user needs and expectations that it “dissolves 
into behavior.” (Fabricant 2009).
Furthermore, RCA Interaction Design Department, 
UK Design Council and Natalie Jeremijenko’s 
Design Environmental Health Clinic are making 
significant social changes since the center of debate 
seems not to revolve anymore around the objects 
themselves, but is more focused on the relation 
between people and the environment. Many design-
ers are adopting new modes of direct engagement, 
and influence of good designs is measured by their 
potential to solve problems, improve quality of life, 
make positive changes and enhance societal trans-
formation. 
For example, the development of the telecommu-
nications industry and mobile phones has brought 
about a significant change in our communication 
style with others. The first mobile phones were 
designed mainly to provide a communication service 
allowing users to contact each other, in addition to 
other options, some of which were to create contact 
lists and to send and receive text messages. Today, 
with the new smart phone, the development of the 
product is more about the interaction between the 
user and the phone itself. Personalization, customi-
zation of user’s settings and interaction of users with 
their phones became the main focus of phone man-
ufacturers. Some of these interactive applications 
are voice recognition, video calls, smart screens 
operating with hand gestures and smart stay options 
related to users’ eye movements while using their 
phones.
On the other hand, the design of Internet services 
and computers is making dramatic changes in our 
lives. Nowadays, the way we interact with computer 
applications, social networks (such as Facebook, 
LinkedIn, Skype, Viber and others), and smart 
screens, is changing our life norms, trades, com-
munication styles, as well as our behavior toward 
social interaction. For example, it becomes much 
faster and more user friendly to search for informa-
tion online instead of visiting libraries. People can 
search and load e-books from the Internet and read 
them on their devices screens instead of flipping the 
pages of a paper-based book. Thus, it is obvious 
“The designers are using their design 
skills to tackle social problems. In 
these cases, designers apply design 
thinking and design methodologies 
to social issues to create innovative 
solutions” (Brown 2009).
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how e-commerce is changing our shopping dynamics, 
how e-learning is changing some of our education 
methods, and how home delivery and microwaves are 
changing our dining experiences, and so on.  
As stated in an article by Tromp, Hekkert, and Ver-
beek entitled, “Design for Socially Responsible Behav-
ior: A Classification of Influence Based on Intended 
User Experience” published in Design Issues, while 
understanding how design can change behavior, it is 
very important to mention the way a user might poten-
tially experience this influence. The user’s experience 
of that influence plays an important role in the effec-
tiveness of the design intervention. These influences 
are classified into four different types: coercive, per-
suasive, seductive, and decisive influence. Each type 
of influence is accompanied by a set of strategies. 
The application of a particular strategy is related to 
the relationship among the product, human behavior, 
and the implication of this behavior. 
Coercive influence (e.g. speed camera) is strong and 
explicit in its influence. It is very restricting, and it 
therefore requires authority to be applied. 
Persuasive influence aims to alter behavior and atti-
tudes through persuasion (e.g. Facebook’s influence 
triggering persuasive social change). A simple exam-
ple of persuasive change is the microwave. Because 
the microwave oven has made it so easy to quickly 
heat up an individual meal, families nowadays join 
together for fewer dinners than they did before. This 
example shows that products can mediate certain be-
havior without determining it. After all, families might 
still hold on to their former eating patterns. 
Seductive influence is very influential by eliciting 
desired behavior without enforcement or explicit ar-
guments. People who are being seduced are usually 
not aware of the influence and most probably relate 
the behavior as internal motivation (e.g. being fit in 
a sports-oriented community, where everybody is fit, 
exercise and goes to the gym). 
And finally, decisive influence, a type of influence that 
is very strong, since it makes the desired behavior 
the only possible behavior (e.g. a building without any 
elevators to ensure physical activity) (Tromp, Hekkert, 
and Verbeek 2011).
Systems, services and product designs are definitely 
playing a major role in changing human behavior and 
social patterns. The trends of interactive and service 
design, which have become increasingly popular 
since the late 1990’s, are changing our daily lives, and 
our way of thinking. Through these disciplines there 
is now a stronger focus on the user and his or her 
interaction with the product, rather than on the design 
of the product itself. Therefore, I will try to follow the 
same steps in the design phase of my thesis to reach 
the expected outcome. Since my thesis is dealing 
with social behavior and raising awareness, I will try 
to tailor my design solution to persuade and seduce 
people to alter their existing behaviors and elicit de-
sired ones instead. My design solution could probably 
be enhanced by coercive and decisive influences, but 
this requires the introduction of laws and regulations, 
as well as the elimination of alternative choices when 
possible and required. 
Finally, in my view, it is essential that designers should 
not just design to change behavior, but also to initiate 
sustainable products and/or systems. Products and/or 
systems that are recyclable, that use less energy, and 
that take into consideration environmental implica-
tions that lead to a sustainable society. A society that 
adopts desired change through sustainable behavior.
I will try to tailor my design solution 
to persuade and seduce people to 
alter their existing behaviors and 
elicit desired ones instead. It could 
probably be enhanced by coercive 
and decisive influences, but this 
requires the introduction of laws 
and regulations, as well as the 
elimination of alternative choices 
when possible and required. 
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In my view, all individuals are to some extent design-
ers in the context of their own lives. They deter-
mine the course and the quality of their lives by the 
choices they make and the ways they interact with 
others, deal with institutions and use products and 
services. On the other hand, the country that they 
are born in, living conditions, education, upbringing 
and social status play major roles in the decisions 
made along the path. However, taking into consid-
eration that people can make their own choices, 
these choices are sometimes influenced by group 
social behavior and group dynamics. The reason is 
that social behavior is contagious, in a sense that a 
communal behavior or trend can influence how an 
individual, within and outside the group, behaves 
and vice versa.
The website of the Michigan State University posted 
an article on October 9, 2012 by Holly B. Tiret stat-
ing, “Recent research has discovered that humans 
have millions of mirror neurons that cause us to 
mimic each other’s behaviors, emotions and facial 
expressions. Mirror neurons are why we tend to 
smile when someone smiles at us, or why we wince 
when we see someone get hurt. These neurons 
are also why children’s attitudes and behaviors are 
contagious.” (Tiret 2012)
Contingent behavior exists when each person’s 
action depends on what he expects others to do. 
Its role is obvious in our day-to-day behavior. For 
examples, people will often determine what they will 
wear to a social function on the basis of what they 
believe others will wear. People sometimes select 
a time and place to eat based on their expectations 
of when and where others will eat. The amount of 
study that a student does before a test is sometimes 
related to how much he/she expects others to study. 
So a group can influence and change an individu-
al’s behavior since people want to fit and blend in. 
(“Partners in Play: How Children Organise Their 
Participation in Sociodramatic Play - Viewcontent.
cgi” 2014)
Economist Bruce Sacerdote conducted a study of 
dorm mates at Dartmouth College and found that 
“they appeared to infect each other with good and 
bad study habits — such that a roommate with a 
high grade-point average would drag upward the 
G.P.A. of his lower-scoring roommate, and vice ver-
sa”(Thompson 2009)
The social scientists Nicholas Christakis and James 
Fawler used the information they gathered from Ei-
leen and Joseph Belloli and their neighbors in Fram-
ingham, Massachusetts as “a basis for a potentially 
powerful theory in epidemiology.” They deduced 
from the data “that good behaviors—like quitting 
smoking or staying slender or being happy—pass 
from friend to friend almost as if they were conta-
gious viruses.” They came to the conclusion that this 
was also the case with bad behaviors, positing that, 
“ friends appeared to ‘infect’ each other with obesity, 
unhappiness and smoking” (Thompson 2009)
Much research and many studies and scientists 
proved that an individual’s environment and com-
munal behavior affect the development of personal 
characteristics and a person’s behavior. (Linehan 
1993)
But likewise, communal behavior can witness the 
same variation by changing individuals’ behaviors 
and characteristics within the group. By changing 
the behavior of every individual within a group, we 
can potentially influence changing the behavior of 
the entire group. For example, an ethical neighbor-
hood can influence tenant not to dispose garbage in 
the street. But if we can teach every individual in a 
dirty neighborhood not to do so, we can change the 
group conduct.
As a result of Eileen and Joseph Belloli and their 
neighbors study in Framingham (previously men-
tioned), Christakis and Fawler, by studying the 
results of this research, pointed out that,
[O]ur ability to affect people three degrees away 
from us may have evolutionary roots—and so 
may the very shape of human social networks…. 
if you want to improve the world with your good 
behavior, math is on your side. For most of us, 
within three degrees we are connected to more 
than 1,000 people — all of whom we can theo-
retically help make healthier, fitter and happier 
just by our contagious example. “If someone 
tells you that you can influence 1,000 people,” 
Fowler said, “it changes your way of seeing the 
world. (Thompson 2009)
As a legitimate example, the education programs 
established in poor countries attempt to educate in-
dividuals within a community to create global knowl-
edge of the group and enhance the development of 
the society. By using the multiplier effect, attitudes 
and behavior spreads and results in perceptible 
change within the entire country. 
2.2 Social Behavior & Group Dynamic 
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The equation I am aiming to follow in my thesis is 
“from one to all.” If I can achieve raising awareness 
of individuals toward the environment by making it 
personal, I can reach out to the group, and ultimately 
the community. If every individual within the commu-
nity takes the responsibility to protect mother earth, 
make it greener, less toxic, and more inhabitable, 
this behavior will grow from the individual level to the 
community, spreading a collective awareness and 
encouraging joint efforts.
At this point, it is clear for me that the theory I am 
going to apply is using design to change behavior, 
and the method to achieve this will be by using 
the “from one to all” equation. It is essential now to 
highlight the strategy that I am going use to reach 
my ultimate goal. So the question is, what is the 
best way to motivate an individual to take environ-
mental issues seriously and take decision to change 
behavior?
 
The theory of making things personal has been fre-
quently used in sales, leadership and social related 
issues to motivate and influence people. The Applied 
Information Management (AIM) stated in their web-
site “How to Motivate Your Employees (Hint: Make It 
Personal).” (“How to Motivate Your Employees (Hint: 
Make It Personal) | AIM” nd)
In addition to that The Leadership, Sales & Life web-
site listed in their article, posted an article on April 
7, 2013 by John Bossong, where they listed 5 hints 
about how to make leadership personal. They also 
explained the reason and the importance of that.  
The article stated “Leaders need to make leadership 
personal…Consider these organizations: Zappos, 
Apple, Chick-fil-A, Hobby Lobby, Southwest Airlines, 
they all produce a product or service.  But, it’s not 
what they do.  Each has a higher calling or purpose 
(why).  You can’t achieve that without making it per-
sonal.  It won’t resonate.  It won’t stick.  You won’t 
get buy in.” (Bossong 2013)
Furthermore, the Network for Business Sustainability 
posted on their website an article “Make It Personal: 
How to Get People to Care About Sustainability” on 
July 18, 2012 by Timothy Devinney. In this article 
they stated “Make environmental issues as relevant 
and personal as "access to medicine" or "freedom 
from discrimination." Individuals will prioritize sus-
tainability issues if the issues are critical to everyday 
life. Consider climate change: people care about 
local heat waves more than the fate of polar bears 
in the Arctic. They care about potential toxins in 
household products more than international pollution 
treaties. Companies must understand this – and 
frame sustainability issues so they hit home.”(Devin-
ney 2012)
As a conclusion, there are enough proofs that the 
approach “Make it Personal” has been frequently 
and efficiently used in many sectors to reach out and 
influence people. The issue about peoples’ reactions 
when things are personal can be explained in a 
simple life example. Usually, a person might feel bad 
when he sees a random car accident on TV or in the 
newspaper, but he will be more sympathetic if the 
person involved in the accident is one of his family, 
relatives or friends. Because, in my view, and as 
explained above, humans react more to things when 
they are personal. Therefore, I thought by making 
the issue of waste generation and the environment 
personal, people would be more concerned and 
compassionate.
2.3 Make It Personal: 
For most of us, within three degrees 
we are connected to more than 1,000 
people — all of whom we can the-
oretically help make healthier, fitter 
and happier just by our contagious 
example. “If someone tells you that 
you can influence 1,000 people,” 
Fowler said, “it changes your way of 
seeing the world. (Thompson 2014) 
“Make environmental issues as rele-
vant and personal.”(Devinney 2012)
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CHAPTER 3: FINDINGS
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From the first seconds after our birth, and without 
even deciding or thinking about it, our life is based 
on many important relationships link us with those 
around us. It starts with family relationships, based 
on our experience of which, we are later able to 
develop friendships, love relationships, business 
relationships and many others. 
In “Notes of self” published on the website psycholo-
gy Today by Dr. Will Meek on December 12th 2012, 
he stated, 
[T]here are a lot of ways that psychologists and 
researchers try to quantify the health of a rela-
tionship. Some look at the quantity of positive 
interactions, others ask about satisfaction, and 
another group looks at how needs get met by 
partners…. The basic relationship needs are all 
things that we cannot provide ourselves, and 
we rely on others to help provide them for us. 
The original concept about this kind of need 
was from psychoanalytic therapists who called 
them "dependency needs", because we were 
dependent on others to meet them. Specifically, 
when we are first born into the world, almost 
every need except for oxygen is a dependency 
need. An infant is dependent on caregivers for 
food, comfort, care, etc. As we get older, these 
needs change because we learn to provide 
some of these things for ourselves. However, as 
adults, there is still a universal set of relationship 
needs that remain. These are: Companionship 
/ Belonging, Affection (Verbal and Physical) and 
Emotional Support / Validation. (Meek 2012)
In summary, the importance of these relationships 
resides in their fulfillment of our physical, mental and emotional needs. As a child, it starts with the physical 
dependency needs for food and care and it grows to the mental and emotional needs such as education, 
happiness, love, care and support.
Psychologist Abraham Maslow first introduced his concept of a hierarchy of needs in his 1943 paper "A The-
ory of Human Motivation" and his subsequent book Motivation and Personality. This hierarchy suggests that 
people are motivated to fulfill basic needs before moving on to other, more advanced needs. This hierarchy 
is most often displayed as a pyramid, as seen in (Fig 3.1). 
Figure 3.1: Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs, Abraham Maslow. 1943. Re-illustrated. (User:Factoryjoe 2009)
3.1 Green Relationship (Greenship) 
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The lowest levels of the pyramid are made up of the 
most basic needs, while the more complex needs 
are located at the top of the pyramid. Needs at the 
bottom of the pyramid are basic physical require-
ments, including the need for food, water, sleep, and 
warmth. Once these lower level needs have been 
met, people can move on to the next level of needs, 
which are for safety and security.
As people progress up the pyramid, needs become 
increasingly psychological and social. Soon, the 
need for love, friendship, and intimacy becomes 
important. Further up the pyramid, the need for per-
sonal esteem and feelings of accomplishment takes 
priority. After getting other needs, Maslow empha-
sized the importance of self-actualization, which is 
a process of growing and developing as a person in 
order to achieve individual potential.
For each and every rank of the pyramid, we develop 
different types of relationships to fulfill our needs, 
such as family relationships, friendships, love and 
business relationships and many more. Different 
books, publications and research have identified 
and defined these relationships and discussed their 
importance, the possible ways to make them suc-
cessful and the consequences of their failures when 
the needs are not being met. Some examples are: 
Healthy Relationship by Gary Vurnum, Business 
Relationships That Last by Ed Wallace, Business 
Marketing: Connecting strategy, Relationships, and 
Learning by F. Robert Dwyer and John Tanner, Inti-
mate Relationships, Marriages and Families by Mary 
Kay DeGenova, and the list goes on.
Dr. Will Meek said in the “Notes of Self,” 
[A]s adults, not having our needs met adequate-
ly leads to feelings of frustration, loneliness 
and sometimes can move into hopelessness or 
depression. We can manage some periods of 
time without these being adequately met, but it 
is important for our overall health that they are 
attended to. If these needs are not met when we 
are children, it can lead to longer lasting prob-
lems relating to others. (Meek 2012)
As a child, and as mentioned above, almost every 
need–except for oxygen–is a dependency need. 
Oxygen is the only essential need for our existence 
that we do not depend on other people to get. The 
questions I am going to raise here are, Who pro-
vides this need? and What relationship fulfills it? The 
answers to these questions are the environment and 
our relationship with it. I would also like to raise the 
same question about food and water that are some 
of the essential requirements for human beings’ 
existence and shown at the base of the Maslow 
Hierarchy of Needs. Even though other people and 
organizations are the channel through which most of 
us receive food and water, initially from our parents 
and later on from supermarkets and utility compa-
nies, these “dependency needs” ultimately come 
from some original source. But, what is the original 
source for food and water? Who provides them? and 
What relationship fulfills them? The answers again 
are the environment and our relationship with it. So 
meeting our basic human needs, whether depen-
dency or independency needs, is highly dependent 
on our relationship with the environment. 
In order to give this relationship a form and a struc-
ture, we should identify and define it, as any other 
relationship we practice in our lives. The structure 
of every relationship is defined by the needs of the 
parties involved (partners), and success in the rela-
tionship is measured by whether or not those needs 
are satisfied. If our essential needs, as discussed 
earlier, are for food, water and oxygen and the party 
responsible in meeting those needs is the environ-
ment, subsequently the partner in this relationship is 
the environment. 
My thesis design aims to acknowledge, highlight 
and visualize this relationship with the environment, 
which I call the ‘Green Relationship.’ Another short-
er name can be used as well, ‘Greenship.’ Howev-
er, at this point I will stick to the term Green Rela-
tionship because it is a combination of two familiar 
terms that are already well defined and commonly 
used and therefore easier to relate to by the readers. 
The term ‘Relationship’ is known to everyone, as 
is the term ‘Green,’ which is normally used to refer 
to the environment and to ecofriendly matters. The 
combination of both terms is self-explanatory, and 
clearly understandable as referring to a relationship 
with the environment.
“When we are first born into the 
world, almost every need except for 
oxygen is a dependency need.”(Dr 
Will MeeK)
The lowest levels of the pyramid are 
made up of the most basic needs that 
are food and water. (Psychologist 
Abraham Maslow)
What relashionship provides us with 
the independency need and the basic 
needs????
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Meeting our basic human needs, 
whether dependency or independen-
cy needs, is extremely dependent on 
our relationship with the environment. 
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Biomimicry or biomemetics is the “the conscious 
emulation of life's genius.” It is the imitation (mimic-
ing) of nature's best ideas, designs, processes and 
elements to solve human problems (Benyus 2014). 
The Biomimicing phenomenon transfers ideas and 
imitates nature to inspire and create design con-
cepts applied in the human world in several indus-
tries, such as technology, engineering, architecture, 
health and many others. Biomimicry has inspired 
engineering at both the macro scale and nanoscale 
levels and is reflected in how we use products, how 
we live in our homes and how we interact with our 
surrounding environment. The early example of Bio-
mimicry is the “flying machines”. Leonardo da Vinci, 
by observing the anatomy and the flight of birds, 
developed several sketches of “flying machines” to 
enable human flight. But he did not succeed in creat-
ing one. The Wright Brothers succeeded in flying 
the first aircraft in 1903 getting their inspiration from 
observing pigeons in flight. 
Nowadays, we can find several applications of 
Biomimicry. For example, building materials, such as 
dirt-proof walls that were developed by the Japa-
nese tile manufacturer INAX in 1990 were inspired 
from a snail’s shell. Another examples of Biomimicry 
is the “prosthetic leg” project (artificial muscles), sup-
ported by the National Science Foundation was in-
spired from the human leg (natural muscles). There 
is also the brise soleil of the World Institute building 
designed by Architect Jean Nouvel, was inspired 
from the eye mechanism. The building’s geometric 
motifs motor-controlled apertures, or shutters, au-
tomatically open and close to control the amount of 
light and heat entering the building from the sun. 
The terms Biomimicry and biomimetics comes from 
3.2 Humimicing 
the Greek words bios, meaning “life,” and mimesis, 
meaning “to imitate.” Similar terms include bionics 
(Boyd 2009, 129)
Otto Schmitt, an American academic and inventor, 
coined the term biomimetics to describe the transfer 
of ideas from biology to technology (Vincent et al. 
2006, 471). The term biomimetics entered Websters 
Dictionary in 1974 and is defined as "the study of 
the formation, structure, or function of biologically 
produced substances and materials (as enzymes 
or silk) and biological mechanisms and processes 
(as protein synthesis or photosynthesis) especially 
for the purpose of synthesizing similar products by 
artificial mechanisms, which mimic natural ones.”
The way that the term Biomimicing is defined covers 
design concepts inspired from nature in general 
including humans, human values and human innate 
behaviors, which are different than animals and 
other living forms on earth.
F. James Rutherford and Andrew Ahlgren wrote in 
Science for All Americans that, 
[A]s similar as human beings are in many ways 
to other species, we are unique among the 
earth's life forms in our ability to use language 
and thought. Having evolved a large and com-
plex brain, our species has a facility to think, 
imagine, create, and learn from experience 
that far exceeds that of any other species. We 
have used this ability to create technologies and 
literary and artistic works on a vast scale and to 
develop a scientific understanding of ourselves 
and the world. (Rutherford 1990)
Some of the most obvious differences reside in 
human knowledge and skills to form social networks 
and complex social structures composed of families, 
groups, relationships, networks and states. Never-
theless, human interaction and desire for knowledge 
has helped humans to understand and influence 
their environment. Human potential to manipulate, 
experiment and create has initiated and advanced 
the progress of science, philosophy, religion, art and 
other disciplines.
Furthermore, it is very essential to mention that 
human innate behavior, social interactions, self-ex-
pression, exchange and developments of ideas 
have created a wide range of values, social norms, 
and rituals, which together form the basis of human 
society. These values, norms and rituals clearly 
differentiate humans from animals and other crea-
tures on earth. Subsequently, in my view, due to the 
difference between human and other living forms 
on earth, design concepts inspired exclusively from 
human characteristics, values and innate behav-
ior can never be obtained from other sources and 
should therefore be referred to by a term other than 
Biomimicing,
The term that I am going to introduce in my thesis to 
differentiate human-inspired design is Humimicing.  
Hence, the definition of Humimicing is to “transfer 
ideas and imitate human innate behaviors, values, 
attributes, models and systems to inspire and create 
design concepts applied in several industries and 
disciplines.”The term Humimicing is the combination 
of the Latin word humanus, and the Greek word mi-
mesis, meaning to imitate (which was originally used 
in the term Biomimicing).
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There are already many applications of Humimic-
ing giving rise to many products and technologies 
influencing our lives. But this term has never been 
used before. 
For instance, “The Baby Alive Dolls”, which is doll 
that eats and poops and children can feed and 
change its diapers when it gets dirty. This design 
is exclusively inspired by human parents’ practice 
when looking after their child. Another example is 
the automated voice message and service is anoth-
er example of a design inspiration replicating human 
interaction and communication style. We can as well 
list robots that are inspired from human beings and 
designed to perform like them using artificial intelli-
gence replicating human intelligence, performance 
and behavior.
It is very important here to differentiate between 
Biomimicing and Humimicing because one designed 
product could include both at the same time. For ex-
ample, “The Baby Alive Doll” includes both, because 
the idea of the digestive system is inspired from a bi-
ological phenomenon and is therefore Biomimicing,  
where as changing diapers is inspired from human 
behavior and is therefore Humimicing. Similarily, 
robots, and artificial intelligence and behavior may 
also be referred to as Humimicing, but the robots’ 
physiology is Biomimicing.
The term Humimicing is very important in my thesis, 
because I will apply this theory to structure the 
Green Relationship. The design solution of Green 
Relationship will mimic the different types of relation-
ships that humans practice in their daily lives. It will 
take inspiration from the generic attributes, elements 
and values exclusive to human kinships and project 
them in the Green Relationship to define its elements and attributes. Ultimately, I am aiming to produce a 
design concept inspired from human values and innate behavior to raise awareness toward the environment 
and Mother Nature. Where Biomimicing takes inspiration from nature and projects it into the human world, 
my solution will take inspiration from the human world and project this into our practices and relationship with 
nature. So it simply becomes the reverse mechanism of Biomimicry.
Transfers ideas and imitates nature to inspire and create de-
sign concepts applied in the human world in several industries.
Transfers ideas and imitates human innate behaviors, values, 
attributes, models and systems to inspire and create design 
concepts applied in several industries and disciplines
Biomimicing:
Humimicing:
Fig 3.2: Arab World Institute (“Arab World Institute: Coolest Arabic 
Building in Paris - The Next Web” 2014)
Fig 3.4: The Baby Alive Doll (“Malled! Blog | The Palm Beach 
Post » Blog Archive » Baby Alive — a Doll That Eats and 
Poops — Is a Big Seller” 2008)
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All relationships have some common attributes: love, respect, ethics, under-
standing, action and reaction, communication, commitment, responsibility, 
connection, compassion, support, passion, trust, honesty and intimacy, among 
many others. These attributes are the main pillars of friendship, family, business, 
romance and other forms of kinships. These pillars are driven by human values 
and morals. By applying the concept of Humimicing we can identify the pillars of 
the Green Relationship, by simply adding the term Green to each and every at-
tribute.  Hence they become respectively Green Communication, Green Ethics, 
Green Action and Reaction, Green Love, Green Understanding, Green Respect, 
and so on (Fig 3.5). Through the design phase of my thesis, I will translate the 
Green attributes using different design disciplines in order to give the Green 
Relationship its own structure, a structure that people will easily understand and 
practice during their daily lives. Since relationships are personal to individuals, 
in the future, people will be able to interpret the Green Relationship in their own 
way. The importance of my thesis will be to give the Green Relationship its birth 
and structure for people to acknowledge and appreciate. 
Kinship’s attributes        Green Relationship’s attributes
Communication    Green Communication
Ethics      Green Ethics
Action/Reaction    Humimicing  Green Action/Reaction
Love      Green Love
Care      Green Care
Respect     Green Respect
Commitment     Green Commitment
Understanding    Green Understanding
Biomimicry comes 
from the Greek words 
bios, meaning “life,” 
and mimesis, mean-
ing “to imitate.” (Boyd 
2009, 129)
Fig 3.5: Relationship attributes projection through Humimicing theory
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The design solution that follow aims to encourage people to give the Green 
Relationship, if not more, than at least the same attention as any of their oth-
er relationships. It also aims to bring to people’s attention the existence of the 
environment as a ‘partner’ that must be treated as any other partner in any other 
relationship. How many hours and how much effort do we spend making our 
work and love relationships successful? We spend a lot of time and energy to 
achieve the needs that are higher up in the Maslow pyramid. It is essential to do 
the same for the key relationship related to satisfying most of our basic needs 
listed in the base of the pyramid, even if in the case of the environment we have 
a relatively silent partner. Therefore, in my point of view, our relationship with the 
environment must have the same devotion.
Most people are aware of the issues we’ve raised above. Nevertheless, how 
many people think about them in terms of being part of one of their relation-
ships? How many people give priority to the Green Relationship, although it is 
probably one of the most important relationships, since it is providing us with the 
essential resources to survive? Therefore, the Green Relationship should not be 
considered less important than other relationship; but it is at least as significant 
as any one of them.
Humimiciry 
is the combination of 
the Latin word huma-
nus, and the Greek 
word mimesis, mean-
ing to imitate
It is very important here to differentiate between Bio-
mimicing and Humimicing because one designed product 
could include both at the same time.
CHAPTER 4: DESIGN
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In chapter 3, I introduced the Humimicing theory and 
I applied it to the general kinships attributes in order 
to define the Green Relationship pillars, which are 
Green Love, Green Communication, Green Care, 
Green Ethics, Green Understanding, Green Re-
spect, in addition to many other values that derive 
from the generic relationships.
In the design part of the thesis, I want to visualize 
the Green attributes in order to bring them closer to 
people and make them understandable to the read-
ers. I am going to choose three of these attributes to 
explore using different design mediums and present 
to the readers in the form of design concepts or 
products. These attributes are: Green Communica-
tion, Green Care and Green Ethics. 
These attributes are different in nature; therefore, it 
might be more fitting to use different design disci-
plines to present them to the readers. In my point of 
view, this would be a logical and appropriate appli-
cation for the MFA program since it is a cross-disci-
plinary program where different design disciplines 
and skills are learned. This will give me the chance 
to use in my thesis project the skills learned and 
to practice the design theories studied during the 
program. These skills include, but are not limited 
to, product design, digital fabrication, 3D and digital 
printing, carpentry and media communication. These 
skills are very efficient mediums to produce pro-
totypes while practicing various design disciplines 
such as Product Design, Graphic Design, Interactive 
Design and Critical Design, among others.
Inspired from the nature of the three chosen at-
tributes (Green Communication, Green Care and 
Green Ethics), I have chosen three different design 
disciplines to visualize the attributes. These are: 
Interactive Design, Product Design and Critical De-
sign. The reason is that each one of the three design 
disciplines resembles the nature and the style of one 
of the three attributes. The resemblances and the 
associations are illustrated in the following diagram. 
(Fig 4.1)
Most designers use one design discipline to tackle 
and solve a problem. But since I have a multidisci-
plinary background, and i am a student of a multidis-
ciplinary program, I want to combine more than one 
design discipline to create one designed solution.
Green Communication Green Care Green Ethics
Interactive Design Product Design Critical Design
Fig 4.1: Green attributes and Design disciplines resemblance diagram
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4.1 Green Communication and Interactive Design
The American Speech-Language-Hearing Associa-
tion (ASHA) defines communication, as follows:
 
[C]ommunication is any act by which one person 
gives to or receives from another person in-
formation about that person's needs, desires, 
perceptions, knowledge, or effective states. 
Communication may be intentional or uninten-
tional, may involve conventional or unconven-
tional signals, may take linguistic or nonlinguistic 
forms, and may occur through spoken or other 
modes. (ASHA 1991) 
We usually communicate to exchange thoughts, 
messages and/or information. Communication, in 
general is, but not limited to, speeches, visuals, 
signs, writings or body language. In other terms, 
communication is a way of interaction between 
people using linguistic or non-linguistic means. As 
a matter of fact, there are many books discussing 
communication and interaction, such as, Cognition, 
Communication and Interaction by Satinder P. Gill, 
Discource, Interaction and Communication by X. 
Arrazola, ‎K. Korta and ‎Francis Jeffrey Pelletier, and 
Communication and Interaction Networks by Jenni-
fer Marie Bayer.
In the introduction of the book, Designing Interac-
tions, Gillian Crampton wrote that there are four 
dimensions to an interaction design language. Kevin 
Silver added an additional fifth dimension in “What 
Puts Design in Interaction Design.”
The first dimension is words. This dimension defines 
the interactions. Words are the interaction that users 
use to interact with. The second dimension is visual 
representation. it is the things that users interact 
with on the interface. These may include, but are 
not limited to, typography, diagrams, icons and other 
graphics. The third dimension is physical objects or 
space. It defines the space or objects, with which 
or within which users interact. The fourth dimension 
is time. It is the time, with which the users interact 
with the interface, for example content that changes 
over time, such as sound, video, or animation. The 
fifth dimension is the behavior that defines the users’ 
actions and reactions to the interface.
In light of the preceding research it is reasonable to 
argue that communication uses all the dimensions of 
an interactive design. As defined earlier, communi-
cation can be verbal and visual. It reflects behavior 
and it happens within a time and a space. Therefore, 
the most suitable design discipline to present Green 
Communication is Interactive Design. For this rea-
son, I have developed an interactive design installa-
tion based on the five dimensions listed above using 
different styles of communication (visual, words and 
sounds). It interacts with users within a space over a 
period of time and it reflects individual and commu-
nal behavior.
The concept of my Interactive Design is that a 
person can adopt a plant, like a baby or a pet, and 
look after it during the duration of the display. The 
Interactive Design is represented by a stand that I 
designed and built in the VCUQatar woodshop. The 
aim of the installation was to experiment with differ-
ent styles of communication between the plants and 
their owners. 
Interactive Design has five dimen-
sions: words, visual representation, 
physical objects or space, time,and 
behavior.
Communication uses all the dimen-
sions of an interactive design. Com-
munication can be verbal and visual. 
It reflects behavior and it happens 
within a time and a space. 
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The three categories of plants were 
designed to communicate with their 
owners in different styles. I wanted 
to observe what would happen, if 
plants were able to communicate with 
humans visually or vocally, which 
are communication means familiar to 
humans (Fig 4.2). Would that possi-
bly improve the Green Relationship 
between both parties? For example, if 
a plant can scream like a baby when 
it is thirsty, will that motivate people to 
look after their plants more?
The plants’ containers were made of 
waste plastic bottles that I cut into two 
pieces. The conical upper part of the 
bottle was mainly used for planting. 
It contained the soil to receive the 
seeds. The cylindrical lower part of 
the plastic bottle was used to carry 
the conical part and to collect the 
excess of water. The bottom part also 
had different roles in different catego-
ries that I will explain later on. 
Each category included 12 plastic 
bottles that held 12 plants. So the 
total number of plants displayed on 
the stand was 36 plants. 
Fig 4.2: Containers mockups for the three plants categories
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The stand was made of three shelves, which were 
used to display three different categories of plants in 
three different stages. Every category was added to 
the stand, as a new stage, after one week from the 
previous one. 
On each shelf, I fixed on top of every plant a small 
handmade water bucket made from a plastic cup 
and anodized metal wire bent to make the handle.  
The buckets were filled with water on a daily basis in 
order to make it convenient for users to irrigate their 
plants. A birth certificate plate was made for every 
plant for users to identify their baby plants. It was 
made of wooden plate etched using a laser cutter 
and fixed on a wooden stick. The birth certificates 
were fill-in froms for users to write the type of plant 
they adopted, its given name, its owner’s name (the 
user’s name), its date of birth and the owner’s email 
address.
Fig 4.3: Wood panels preparation using the planer machine
Fig 4.4: Wood panels preparation using the planer machine
Fig 4.5: Wood panels side trimming using the cutting saw table Fig 4.6: Stand sides assembling
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Fig 4.7: Stand sides fixing Fig 4.8: Wooden shelves assembling Fig 4.10: Wooden stand built
Fig 4.11: Hole making in wooden shelves Fig 4.12: Small water bucket Fig 4.13: Birth certificate
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The first category of plants, which was the first stage 
of the installation, did not have any communica-
tion style. The soil was kept in the lower part and a 
tulip bulb was kept in the upper one. A poster with 
instructions was displayed near the stand to show 
users the planting process. The process was to put 
the soil in the upper part, place the tulip bulb in the 
soil, cover it approximately with 12cm of soil, water 
the plant, fill in the birth certificate and then place 
it in one of the twelve holes within the shelf. It was 
required to water the plant every two days. 
GREEN RELATIONSHIP
Green is not just a color, it’s a lifestyle
GROW YOUR 
BABY TULIP
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3
Step 4 Step 5 Step 6
Step 7 Step 8 Step 9
Every
2 days
Approx
12cm
Fig 4.14: Tulip bulb sprouting Fig 4.15: First plant category Fig 4.16: First planting process poster
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Fig 4.17: First category of plants on stand
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The second plant category was added to the stand 
one week after the first one. It communicated with 
its owner visually, showing the water level (minimum 
and maximum), consequently communicating the 
need of water. For this category, the upper conical 
part contained the soil to receive the seeds, and the 
lower cylindrical part served as a water container 
with indicators to show maximum and minimum 
water levels. A plastic floater made out of the plastic 
bottle cap was placed in the water container to 
indicate the level of water. To transfer water from the 
lower cylindrical part of the planter (containing the 
water) to the upper conical part (containing the soil 
and the seeds), I buried one end of a piece of fabric 
in the soil filling the upper conical part (planting 
container) and immerged the other end of the fabric 
in the water filling the lower cylindrical part (water 
container). The water transferred from the lower part 
of the planter to the upper part kept the soil humid 
and consequently watered the plant. Users were 
using the small buckets to fill the water container 
when needed, which is when the water cap floater 
indicates the minimum water level, This is when the 
water does not touch the end of the piece of fabric 
any more, which means that humidity will not be 
transmitted to water the plant. An instruction board 
was displayed, as well, near the stand demonstrat-
ing the planting process to the public.
Fig 4.18: Plant sprouting Fig 4.19: Second plant category Fig 4.20: Second planting process poster
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Fig 4.21: Second category of plants on stand
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The third category of plants was struc-
tured in the same way as the second 
one. but instead of visual communica-
tion, I used an audio verbal communi-
cation. I installed a sensor in the water 
container (the lower part) to read the 
water level. The sensor was connect-
ed to an arduino board connected to 
a speaker. The arduino board was 
programed to trigger a voice message 
through the speaker once the water 
level was at a minimum, which is when 
the water does not touch the end of 
the piece of fabric any more and no 
water is transferred from the water 
container to the soil to water the plant. 
The voice messages were recorded 
as rescue and salvation demands for 
water. 
Fig 4.22: Third plant category 
Fig 4.23: Arduino Board Fig 4.24: Third planting process poster
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Fig 4.25: Third plants’ category on stand
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The adoption process was that every 
user implants the seeds after selecting 
the preferred type of plant from the 
available types provided. After planting 
the seeds, the users fill in the birth 
certificate of his/her plant by giving it 
a name and a date of birth. They then 
insert the certificate in the soil, giving 
the plant identification and providing 
the user with a personalized experi-
ence. Users must water their plants on 
a regular basis to keep them alive and 
make them grow. For community par-
ticipation, the stand was displayed in a 
high traffic area, which is the hallway 
of the second floor of the VCUQatar 
building between the classes. Three 
posters were designed to explain the 
planting process for each category. 
Each poster was displayed alongside 
its corresponding category.
Fig 4.26: Planting participantion
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One week after displaying the first category, and be-
fore displaying the second one, I organized a birth-
day celebration for the 12 plants on display. All users 
who adopted plants were invited to celebrate the 
birth of their baby plants. A birthday cake, hats, whis-
tles and music were provided. In addition to that, 12 
balloons, each carrying the name of one plant, were 
placed around the stand with a “Happy Birthday” 
banner. The birthday party was organized for users 
to have the same experience they would have when 
celebrating their children’s birthday, and to make the 
adoption process feel like a real life experience. The 
Invitees expressed their opinions about the success 
of the birthday party and the adopting experience 
while being interviewed during the birthday party. 
Their testimonials are listed on page 68.
Fig 4.27: Birthday party
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During this event, I interviewed the users and asked 
them about their opinions about the adaptation pro-
cess and their experiences with the installation. The 
outcomes of the interviews were as follows as they 
stated:
  1- The public display encouraged people and moti-
vated them to participate. 
  2- I am proud that my baby plant is growing. I felt 
like it is a reflection of my personality and commit-
ment toward a green lifestyle. I was happy to see my 
plant growing faster than other people’s plants.
  3- It is pleasant to practice a green lifestyle and a 
Green Relationship in an easy way without difficul-
ties since I can do it within my workspace where I 
spend most of the day.
  4- This experience has a potential to make the 
green lifestyle grows from the individual level to the 
community level.
  5- I am waiting to see how people will react with 
the next two categories when plants will be able to 
communicate visually and vocally.
  6- Personalizing the experience and considering 
the plant like a baby made me more attached to the 
plant, especially since it carried my name on the 
birth certificate.
  7- I think it brings the quality of care for the environ-
ment. It makes it personal, it just makes it personal.
  8- I think people should take care of the planet and 
the environment like they take care of their babies.
  9- I think it is encouraging and exciting because it 
enables a form of engagement and participation for 
people to engage with the planting process.
  10- I think this activity is personalizing the environ-
mental issue bringing it to the level of the individual 
and now I am curious to see how it moves back to 
the larger group.
  11-I think what is interesting about it is mostly 
the emotional engagement that goes with idea of 
naming the plant and putting your name as it affix 
for it. It makes you feel responsible of it. This what 
would mostly help to motivate the person to keep 
this relationship going. I also think that putting it in a 
place where people can see it happening will raise 
awareness and will also motivate people if they don’t 
get the chance to do it in any other way. The aspect 
that it is interactive helps you feel the responsibility 
since you are following up on the growth of your 
baby plant and taking care of it puts you in a system 
that have to be maintained. It make you engaged 
because it your name is displayed on the plant’s 
birth certificate and the result that comes out of 
that is somehow the reflection of who you are, how 
responsible you can be and how engaged you are 
with the process. This will take an interesting way 
on the psychology of people and motivate them to 
participate.
  12-I am really interested in the planting project. 
My favorite part is the community sense of it. I get 
to watch other people plants growing so I guess it 
gives me little bit of competition because I wonder 
that my baby is not growing as Law’s baby. So I 
come to check on my baby plant all the time. I keep 
telling it “grow baby grow.”
I am proud that my baby plant is 
growing. I felt like it is a reflection 
of my personality and commitment 
toward a green lifestyle. I was happy 
to see my plant growing faster than 
other people’s plants.
I think it brings the quality of care for 
the environment. It makes it personal, 
it just makes it personal.
I think people should take care of the 
planet and the environment like they 
take care of their babies.
Personalizing the experience and 
considering the plant like a baby 
made me more attached to the plant, 
especially since it carried my name 
on the birth certificate.
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“Grow baby grow.”
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The reduction in time that every cate-
gory of 12 plants required for adoption, 
proved the fact that this installation was 
encouraging the community to partici-
pate. It took five days for the first twelve 
plants to get adopted, three days for 
the second batch, and only two days 
for the third batch. I even had to add a 
few extra units on a side table because 
more people wanted to participate. The 
third installation, with the talking plants 
was attracting more participants since 
it was unusual to hear plants communi-
cating vocally when they needed water. I 
asked one participant about her opinion 
regarding the talking plant and she said, 
“it is interesting to hear a plant talking 
like a baby when it needs water. It made 
me pay more attention to the plant’s 
need, and the fact that it would not stop 
crying out for water until I filled the con-
tainer, obliged me to do it.” Another local 
student said, “It is a very interesting 
experience. It is the first time I touch the 
soil and I grow a plant. It is fun.”
In light of the preceding observations 
and participants’ testimonials, I came to 
the following conclusions:
  1- Personalizing the experience, which 
is the main idea behind the Green Rela-
tionship concept, did influence people to 
practice a green lifestyle.
  2- The interactive design proved that 
taking into consideration the Green 
Communication within the Green Re-
lationship does raise a certain level of 
awareness toward the need of the silent 
partner “the environment.” 
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The Oxford dictionary defines “care” as, “the pro-
vision of what is necessary for the health, welfare, 
maintenance, and protection of someone or some-
thing.”
Dr. Nel Noddings wrote in her books, Caring, a 
feminine approach to ethics & moral education and 
The Challenge to Care in Schools that, “when we 
care, our motive energy, which is the energy be-
hind our actions, begins to flow toward the needs 
and wants of the cared-for. It also requires we start 
giving of our time, of ourselves and take action. In 
different words, the caring relationship between the 
carer and the cared for, is when the carer performs 
some actions in accordance with the cared for who 
receives the caring.” Dr. Noddings added that the 
caring relation could be directed towards an object 
or an idea (Noddings 2003; Noddings 2005).
Product Design is defined as “the process of cre-
ating a new product to be sold by a business to its 
customers.” (Robert Q. Riley Enterprises, LLC. n.d.)
 
The reason I am linking Product Design with Green 
Care is that designers, manufacturers and consum-
ers must care about natural resources and take ac-
tions to protect them while they design produce and 
use a product. For instance, some of the products’ 
packaging, a memory card for example, is much 
bigger then the card itself. Another paradigm, if we 
want to prepare a salad bowl using different types 
of vegetables and a dressing that come in glass 
jars, we might end up throwing away several jars 
after using their contents. So perhaps caring about 
natural resources to protect the environment is, from 
one side consumers’ responsibilities, and from the 
other side, designers’ and manufactures’ since they 
design and produce the products for the market. In 
this case the disposal of the wasted package is an 
act performed by the consumer facilitated by design-
ers and manufactures. 
To explore and visualize the Green Care in a real life 
example and demonstrate how designers, manu-
factures and consumers can practice Green Care to 
protect the environment, I decided to take a random 
olive jar from the supermarket, which most people 
through away after consuming its content, and re-
think the concept of designing and producing the jar.
 
While walking in the supermarket, I noticed that 
some glass objects sold on the shelves are similar in 
shape and size to the olive jar I chose. I noticed that 
that the price of the glass jar filled with olives, in-
cluding the olives, was cheaper than the other glass 
products similar in size and shape. Possibly the rea-
son is that the glass jar used to carry the vegetables 
is a by-product and the other glass object sold with a 
higher price is a product itself.
Informed by this observation, I developed sketches 
starting with the standard olive glass jar trying to 
create different objects in similar shapes, such as 
candleholders, household goods and other types of 
products. The first prototype I made was transform-
ing the empty glass jar into an oil bottle using 3D 
printing technology.
4.2 Green Care and Product Design“when we care, our motive ener-
gy, which is the energy behind our 
actions, begins to flow toward the 
needs and wants of the cared-for. It 
also requires we start giving of our 
time, of ourselves and take action.” 
(Noddings 2003; Noddings 2005)
Product Design is defined as “the 
process of creating a new product to 
be sold by a business to its custom-
ers.” (Robert Q. Riley Enterprises, 
LLC. n.d.) 
Green Care and Product Design are 
strongly related since the carers, 
which are the consumers, the de-
signers and the manufacturers, can 
take actions toward the welfare and 
protection the cared for, which is the 
environment.
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Fig 4.28: Sketches for transforming the jar to other objects
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At the end I decided to transform the jars to tools 
that can be used for the planting process of the 
Green Communication Interactive Design and other 
products related to the Green Relationship.
In order to transform the jar into a planting tools, I 
designed a connector that can be attached to the 
jars from one side, and on the other side to a small 
planting tools that are available almost in almost 
every hardware store, such as a shovel, trowel and 
fork. In this case the jars become the handles of the 
tools, as well as containers that can be filled with 
fertilizer, soil or seeds. 
Furthermore, I designed other objects that can be 
attached to the jars transforming them into a vase, a 
watering can and a spray bottle. In other words, the 
water jar become a water and a chemical container 
to water or spray the plant. In order to create pro-
totypes, I used Rhino to draw 3D models that were 
used to produce objects using the 3D printer avail-
able in the VCUQatar fabrication lab.
Fig 4.29: Plantation tools produced in VCUQatar fabrication lab using empty glass jar and 3D printed objects
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Empty Olive jar
Empty glass jar
Tool Part
3D printed connector
Green Relationship tool
             
Made with care
Fig 4.30: Plantation tools produced in VCUQatar fabrication lab using empty glass jar, planting tools and 3D printed objects
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In this thesis i argue that, if these or other types of 
attachments are produced and sold in the market 
to transform the empty glass jars into other glass 
products that we need around the house, it will pre-
vent their disposal and save us from spending some 
money buying other glass products we need. 
This example shows designers and manufactures 
that if the olive jars were designed to be reused 
as products, instead of being thrown away after 
consuming its content, it will probably prevent their 
disposal and save the recycling industry the cost 
of recycling. Subsequently, it will protect natural 
resources and the environment, and it will definitely 
promote the Green Care and the Green Relation-
ship. 
This concept could be applied to many other prod-
ucts available in the market and it will be a perfect 
practice and presentation of Green Care. Nowadays, 
since open source concepts and digital printing are 
becoming more popular and affordable, they would 
therefore provide an optimal solution for transform-
ing items in our possession into other products that 
we can use instead of littering.
As a conclusion, Green Care and Product Design 
are strongly related since the carers, which are the 
consumers, the designers and the manufacturers, 
can take actions toward the welfare and protection 
the cared for, which is the environment.
Fig 4.31: Oil bottle produced in VCUQatar 
fabrication from an empty glass jar and 
3D printed objects
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4.3 Green Ethics & Critical Design
Webster’s dictionary defines ethics as “ a set of prin-
ciples of right conduct, a theory or a system of moral 
values and the study of the general nature of morals 
and of the specific moral choices to be made by a 
person.” (“Ethic - Definition and More from the Free 
Merriam-Webster Dictionary” 2014)
As well as, the Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy 
sated that “ethics investigates what is the best way 
for humans to live, and what kinds of actions are 
right or wrong in particular circumstances.”(“Ethics 
[Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy]” nd)  
If ethics are about a set of principles, a theory of 
moral values and a specific moral choices to be 
made by a person, in this case, an ethical behavior 
means to be in accordance with the accepted princi-
ples of right and wrong that govern the conduct of a 
profession or a community. Ethical behavior is there-
fore subject to judgment by the profession or the 
community since it is a subject of right and wrong. 
Our actions can be judged and we are responsible 
for the reaction.
On the other hand, as mentioned in the “Design Act” 
published by Lapsis in collaboration with the interac-
tive institute, Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby stated, 
“critical design uses designed artifacts as an em-
bodied critique or commentary on consumer culture. 
Both the designed artifact (and subsequent use) 
and the process of designing such an artifact cause 
reflection on existing values, mores, and practices in 
a culture.”(Ericson and Mazé 2011)
These above definitions of Critical Design show 
similarity by nature to the attributes of ethics. They 
both challenge the audience by provoking the ways 
of thinking and the surrounding environment. They 
provoke, inspire, make us think and take actions and 
decisions that reflect on existing values and practice 
in a culture. For that reason, I choose Critical Design 
to represent Green Ethics. In this case Green Ethics 
is about the way we think about the silent partner 
“the environment,” the actions we take and the reac-
tions of the second party within the relationship. 
The fundamental issue here is that sometimes we 
don’t feel the responsibility of our actions toward 
the environment since the consequences of an 
individual’s actions reflect on the entire community. 
For example, if an individual within a community 
over-consume products and generate an immense 
amount of trash or toxic waste, these litters might be 
landfilled and create pollution within the surround-
ings of the entire community. The consequences of 
this pollution do not reflect only on the irresponsible 
individual but rather on the entire community. In 
most cases, these consequences are not immediate. 
The trash and toxic materials will take time to pen-
etrate the soil or evaporate, to pollute the land and 
the underground water or the air and affect the lives 
of the community. For this specific reason, my Criti-
cal Design concept is not just to make an individual 
responsible for his action toward the environment, 
but rather make him feel the reaction and live the 
consequences immediately. 
All living beings on earth share the same ozone 
layers that protect the globe. But people, even the 
ones having green lifestyle, suffer the consequences 
of the damages of these layers and the deficiency of 
their performance caused by those who abuse the 
environment. Therefore my Critical Design concept 
is to create an individual ozone for every person to 
link his individual need for oxygen to the condition 
of his Green Relationship. So every person will 
Ethics are about a set of principles, a 
theory of moral values and a specific 
moral choices to be made by a per-
son, and subject to judgment by the 
profession or the community since it 
is a subject of right and wrong.
“Critical design uses designed ar-
tifacts as an embodied critique or 
commentary on consumer culture... 
Both the designed artifact (and sub-
sequent use) and the process of 
designing such an artifact cause 
reflection on existing values, mores, 
and practices in a culture.”(Ericson 
and Mazé 2011)
They both challenge the audience by 
provoking the ways of thinking and 
the surrounding environment. They 
provoke, inspire, make us think and 
take actions and decisions that reflect 
on existing values and practice in a 
culture. 
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have his own ozone and he will be responsible for 
it and deal with the consequences of its condition. 
I interpreted this concept to a breathing mask that I 
designed and built. In theory this mask is a presen-
tation to the ozone layers that we all share, but in 
this case the ozone problem is individualized (one 
ozone for every person). Hence, every individual 
can charge his mask with the oxygen he needs from 
his own plants that he is growing within his Green 
Relationship. 
The mask was made of a glass sphere that sits on 
top of a 3D printed ring. An LED light strip was in-
stalled inside the ring to give the mask a science-fic-
tion look, as well as, an indication of its oxygen level. 
A green LED light strip was used for a mask charged 
with oxygen and a red strip for an oxygen-depleted 
mask.
The aim of this critical design is to raise peoples’ 
awareness and make them think of their decisions 
toward the silent partner “the environment;” take 
accountability for their actions; and make them live 
the consequences of the well-being of their Green 
Relationships. If this concept is real and every one 
of us has to produce his/her own oxygen to breathe 
and stay alive, we will all take actions to generate 
that need, the same way we take actions to manage 
our food and water. But the fact that oxygen is for 
free since we were born makes us take it for granted 
and not think that we should take any actions toward 
the party providing it for us to remain alive.
Fig 4.32: Oxygen charged mask produced in VCUQatar fabrication using a glass sphere, 3D printed 
ring and green LED light strip
Fig 4.33: Oxygen depleted mask produced in VCUQatar fabrication using a glass sphere, 3D printed 
ring and red LED light strip
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My scenario to tie the three Green attributes and the 
three design disciplines together under the umbrel-
la of the Green Relationship is a simple storyline: 
“healthy Green Relationship provides its owner with 
oxygen to breathe and stay alive.” It is a fictional 
scenario but somehow it is a interpretation for the 
natural ozone phenomenon. The Green Relationship 
is represented by the stand to grow our own plants 
(Interactive Design), maintained by care (the tools of 
the Product Design), and evaluated by the oxy-
gen mask that we can charge from our own plants 
(Critical Design). A healthy Green Relationship will 
provide enough oxygen to charge the breathing 
mask and keep the person alive, and a non-healthy 
one, will cause oxygen depletion for the mask and 
cause health disorder.
Fig 4.34: Green Communication stand
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Fig 4.35: Green Care tools Fig 4.36: green Ethics breathing mask
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To present this abstract idea to the public, I have produced a stop animation 
movie using visual animation medium. The movie’s storyboard is about two 
neighbor families. One of them practices a healthy Green Relationship growing 
plants indoors and outdoors and taking good care of them, at the time that the 
other family does not have the same lifestyle. Due to a natural phenomenon, the 
atmosphere became depleted of oxygen while the mother and little daughter are 
walking the dog around the house. As the father sees the news on the TV, he 
runs to the window to check on his family. He notices that the sky is changing 
color and sees his family fainting in the garden due to lack of oxygen. The father 
stays alive because the indoor plants have filled the house with oxygen. He runs 
inside, flips the water buckets on top of the plants to charge them with oxygen, 
and rushes outside through the main door to save his family, covering his head 
with one of the buckets to be able to breathe. Reaching the family lying on the 
floor, he covers their heads with the buckets charged with oxygen that bring 
them to consciousness again. They all rush to go back inside, and this is when 
he remembers the dog that fainted behind the bushes. He reaches the dog, 
takes a deep breath, removes the bucket from on top of his head and covers the 
dog’s head with it to let him breathe. Oxygen refreshes the dog and enables him 
to stand and they both run inside to join the family. At that time, the next-door 
family that did not have any plants indoors and did not produce any oxygen to 
breathe, loose consciousness and fall on the floor. The following figures (Fig 
4.36 to Fig 4.56) show the scenario in images, which are selected from the se-
quence I used to produce the short movie.
The execution of the stop animation movie was made using little toys and toy 
houses and taking sequence of pictures while moving the toys around the setup 
following the storyboard. It was edited using Final Cut Pro software introducing 
music and special effects. The end result is a one-minute short movie that can 
be shown for children and adults to summarize and present the Green Rela-
tionship in a simple way. The reason I chose to use toys is to make it friendly 
and probably comic to deliver a subliminal message to the viewers avoiding the 
blame culture and making people accept the concept without offending them. 
 
Fig 4.36: Family with green life style
Fig 4.37: Family with no green life style
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Fig 4.38: Indoors of both houses
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Fig 4.39: watering the plants Fig 4.40: Walking in the garden
Fig 4.41: Sitting in the garden Fig 4.42: Listening to news (oxygen depletion)
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Fig 4.43: Oxygen depletion Fig 4.44: Family fainting
Fig 4.45: Charging buckets with oxygen and make them breathing masks Fig 4.46: Going to save the family
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Fig 4.47: Father en route Fig 4.48: Rescuing the family
Fig 4.49: Waiting for sign of life Fig 4.50: Family breathing oxygen
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Fig 4.51: Family saved Fig 4.52: Finding the dog
Fig 4.53: Rescuing the dog Fig 4.54: Going home
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CHAPTER 5: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
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The aim of this thesis is to raise awareness toward the environment through developing a designed solution using contemporary sociological literatures and different 
design disciplines and theories. The thesis final outcome is creating the concept of the Green Relationship. In order to further promote this concept and reach out to 
the community, I have thought of diverse future directions inspired from the thesis design and development. Each direction has a different approach targeting a differ-
ent audience with different interests and age groups. The reason is to reach out to the maximum audience and promote awareness toward the environment.
The future directions require collaboration with several parties within the private and governmental sectors to implement some of the proposals and hopefully provide 
some funding. Educational, social and art institutions can benefit from this thesis as part of their corporate social responsibilities in promoting a Green lifestyle within 
their community. The diversified directions are listed below.
5.1 Academic
I have studied engineering, entrepreneurship and 
design in three different universities. None of the 
programs I have attended included any educational 
courses about recyclable materials and environ-
mental problems we are facing nowadays. From the 
standpoint of a designer, engineer and an entre-
preneur, it is very important to learn about carbon 
footprints, water pollution, global warming and other 
environmental issues since every future project I may 
work on might have an influence on one of these 
issues. For example, as an engineer, the waste 
generated on site and the way it is disposed have an 
influence on green zones, atmosphere and under-
ground water. As a designer and as an entrepreneur, 
the designs I may produce and the projects i may 
create have an impact on the environment due to the 
materials involved, production processes and waste 
generated when products are used or disposed. 
During the interviews I conducted through my In-
teractive installation, I have asked students about 
carbon footprints, global warming and recycling ma-
terials. Almost 85% of the students I have spoken to 
could not answer this question.On the other hand, as 
a consumer, environmental awareness and knowl-
edge are as important as any other social task since 
they will help us build better Green Relationships 
and practice green lifestyles. Therefore, my future 
academic direction resides in two paths.
5.1.1 Green Relationship Book “Greenship”
To me, Green Relationship became a passion and 
a mission that I would like to share with readers to 
promote green a lifestyle and raise awareness to-
ward the environment. I hope it will become a driven 
mission to the readers as well.
The main reason of this book is to introduce the 
concept and the socioeconomic aspect of the Green 
Relationship to the readers, trying to make it be-
come one of the other types of kinships they practice 
and they know about.
It will discuss the Green Relationship attributes 
I have included in my thesis, as well as further 
qualities of generic kinships, such as respect, love, 
understanding and more, with a projection within the 
Green Relationship.
The chapters of the proposed book are an elabora-
tion of the thesis chapters bringing more examples 
from our daily lives in order to make people relate 
to the new relationship terms and concept. The 
chapters will focus on changing our behavior toward 
the environment by personalizing the experience 
through design solutions. Furthermore, it will in-
troduce and define “Humimicing,” the new design 
theory I introduced in my thesis. 
The importance and the need of this book reside 
in the fact that it will reach a wide circle of readers 
to inspire them and educate them about the Green 
Relationship to promote a green lifestyle and pro-
tect the environment. It will promote Green Ethics 
between industries and consumers, and hopefully, 
by reaching a certain level of awareness, it will have 
an impact on people’s behavior and consumption to 
reduce waste generation.
I listed in chapter two a few books about several 
types of kinships. These kinships fulfill specific 
needs in our lives. Greenship will be the book about 
the one and only relationship that provides us with 
the only one independency need (oxygen), and our 
essential survival needs (food, water).
Greenship is the book about the one 
and only relationship that provides 
us with our essential survival needs 
(food, water) and the only one inde-
pendency need (oxygen).
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5.1.2 Green Relationship Course
It is an academic course I developed to be taught 
in universities in order to educate designers about 
environmental problems, materials and recycling 
processes. One of the learning outcomes of this 
course is to help aspiring designers avoid the pitfalls 
of over-using natural resources or partaking in the 
environmental pollution and instead, use the knowl-
edge they will acquire from the course to develop 
ways for using recyclable materials and environ-
mentally friendly processes. The course will include 
delineated learning materials as well as creative 
thinking, trying to find solutions and means to use 
recyclable materials to produce new products and 
raise awareness. 
Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar
Course Ref:
Course Name: Green Relationship
Semester: 
Course Time: 
Professor: Imad Fadel
E-mail: 
Office Hours: 
SYLLABUS
3 Credits
Course level
300-400
Course description
This course is meant to enhance the student’s 
environmental awareness within the design indus-
try. Students will use design thinking to define and 
visualize the elements of our relation ship with the 
environment.
Course Pre-requisite
None
Course objectives
1- To define the relation ship between human 
beings and the environment.
2- To introduce Eco friendly materials and design 
ethics.
3- To investigate the influence of design on 
nature.
4- To use design thinking to visualize and com-
municate the elements of the Green Relation-
ship.
Major Topics and Sub-topics
1- Relationships
a. Define relationships
b. Apply relationship to the environment
c. Enhance team building
2- Influence of design
a. Design theories
b. Influence of design on social behavior
c. Inter-relation between design and nature
3- Eco Friendly materials & Processes
a. Eco friendly materials
b. Recycling processes
c. Eco friendly designs & products
4- Visualize Green relationship
a. Apply design thinking on Green Relationship
b. Design to change
To learn about environmental prob-
lems, materials and recycling pro-
cesses and avoid the pitfalls of 
over-using natural resources or par-
taking in the environmental pollution.
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Session 1 Session 2
Week 01 Lecture: Relationships & relationships elements - Lecture: Green Relationship & its elements
Week 02 - Interactive session: Define and elaborate on Green Relationship elements
- Paper assignment Initiation
- Lecture: Inter-relation between design and nature
Week 03 - Lecture: Global warming
- Paper follow up
- Site visit: Waste management Plant
- Feedback and discussion
Week 04 - Lecture: Carbon footprint & Kyoto protocol
- Paper follow up
- Site visit: Waste dump area
- Feedback and discussion
Week 05 - Paper due (1000 words)
- Paper presentations (10 min)
- Paper presentations (10 min)
- Discussion
Week 06 - Team building Myers Briggs Test - Team building exercise
- Project initiation
Week 07 - Lecture: Designs disciplines (Product, Interactive, Critical) & Design theories 
(Biomimicing, humimicing & Design by Nature)
- Lecture: Influence of design on social behavior
- Project follow up
Week 08 - Lecture: Design techniques and methods - Design to change
- Project follow up
Week 09 - Mind mapping session - Project design session
- Project follow up
- Target audience 
Week 10 - Lecture: Sustainable designs - Lecture: Design ethics
- Project follow up & validation
Week 11 - Lecture: Plastic & eco friendly plastic designs & products
- Project follow up
- Site visit: Plastic recycling facility
- Feedback & discussion
Week 12 - Lecture: Paper & eco friendly paper designs & products
- Project follow up
- Site visit: Paper recycling facility
- Feedback & Discussion
Week 13 - Lecture: Metal /aluminum & eco friendly designs & products
- Project follow up
- Site visit: Car dump
- Feedback and discussion
Week 14 - Site visit: Tiers recycling plant
- Feedback and discussion
- Project design session
- Project wrap up
Week 15 - On site project presentation with target audience - On site project presentation with target audience
Course Schedule
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Communication
The VCU e-mail system will be the primary commu-
nication medium outside class meetings. Students 
are required to obtain and regularly use an official 
Virginia Commonwealth University email address.
VCU Honor System
All VCU students are presumed upon enrollment 
to have acquainted themselves with and have an 
understanding of the Honor System. Therefore, it is 
a student’s responsibility to ask course instructors 
to clarify expectations for each assignment in order 
to be in compliance with the Honor System. The 
VCU Honor System policy statement and purpose 
is located at: www.provost.vcu.edu/pdfs/Honor_sys-
tem_policy.pdf
Evaluation and Grading Policy
Estimated weight of evaluations:
1) Periodic discussions, class participation & atten-
dance: 20%
This is evaluated by preparation for discussion 
of assigned readings, lectures, and other materi-
als; response to questions; and overall initiative 
in classroom discussion.
4 = A Contributes significantly to class discus-
sions
3 = B Demonstrates good understanding of 
discussion topics
2 = C Minimal participation in class discussions, 
only when called
0 = D/F No participation in discussion
2) Individual projects & presentations: 15%
Assignment: Individual report submitted at the 
end of the course
Projects must be turned in on time for evalua-
tion. If turned in late, they will be downgraded by 
1 letter grade. Individual projects and presenta-
tions are graded on a 0–10 scale:
10 = A
9 = A-
8 = B
7 = B-
6 = C
5 = C-
4 = D
3 = D-
0 = incomplete
3) Team project & presentations: 65%
Milestones:
Presentation 1: Desk research, on-site research 
and investigation strategy 25%
Presentation 2: Synthesis, Originality of ideas, 
visualization and prototyping 20%
Presentation 3: Refinement of ideas and finaliza-
tion 25%
Based on both individual contribution to the team 
as well as overall team performance
4) Professionalism
In addition to the above, professionalism factors 
into the final evaluation for this course: atten-
dance; deadlines;
Verbal articulation; level of participation in, and 
contribution to, class projects, discussions and 
critiques.
Do you have more than 2 unexcused absences? 
Are you regularly late to class? Do you leave 
class before it is dismissed? Do you adequately 
articulate, in speech and writing, the essence of 
your work? Do you turn in your work on time? 
Do you participate in critiques and offer advice to 
your fellow students? Are you willing to exper-
iment and learn? Carefully review the VCU-Q 
attendance policy.
Late or Missed Assignments Policy
If an assignment is due for a critique or evaluation 
and your work is not complete, do not come to class. 
You will receive an unexcused absence and your 
project will be downgraded by one (1) letter grade 
after it is turned in and evaluated.
Meaning of Final Grades
A= Superior work; all criteria has been met in a 
distinguished way.
B= Very good work; meeting all criteria and course 
requirements.
C= Adequate, sufficient work; meeting all criteria and 
course requirements.
D= Barely meeting any or all of the course require-
ments.
F= Failure to meet any or all of the course require-
ments.
A mid-term evaluation will be given so that progress 
can be monitored. It should be noted, however, that 
mid semester evaluations are not necessarily an 
indication of final grades. The final grade may be 
higher or lower depending upon performance during 
the last half of the semester.
Attendance Policy
All students are expected to attend all classes, as 
well as assigned activities outside of the classroom 
such as field trips, openings, and lectures. Consis-
tent and prompt attendance develops responsible 
professional behavior and insures that students 
COURSE POLICIES & PROCEDURES
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have access to the full range of experience and in-
formation necessary to complete class assignments 
and acquire the skills and knowledge emphasized in 
a university education.
Absences
Consistent with University practice, student absenc-
es during the 15 weeks (including final exams) of the 
semester are not expected to exceed the number of 
times the class meets in one week.
This course meets two times per week. According to 
VCU-Q policy, every absence after two (2) will lower 
your final grade by one. For example, if you have 
an A average for the course and you are absent 
three (3) times, you will receive a final grade no 
higher than a B. You are responsible for any material 
missed if you are absent.
The allotted absences are to accommodate un-
expected events such as illness, car trouble, etc. 
Doctor appointments, vacations, advisor confer-
ences, trips to supply stores and labs, employment, 
etc., should not be scheduled to conflict with class 
sessions.
Faculty cannot be placed in the position of deter-
mining which absences are excusable and which 
are not, especially after the absence has occurred. 
Prolonged illness should be verified by a physician 
and may require the student to withdraw from class 
if he/she cannot complete work in a comprehensive 
and timely manner.
Tardiness
Tardiness is defined as being ten (10) minutes late 
for class, or departing before the student or class 
has been formally dismissed by the professor. 
Tardiness that exceeds one (1) hour will be count-
ed as an absence. Two tardies are counted as one 
absence. No exceptions will be made.
Notification
Other than on midterm and final evaluations, the 
instructor will not inform a student of any tardiness 
and/or absence violations. It is up to the student to 
understand the above policies and determine appro-
priate behavior.
If you are absent or tardy, it is your responsibility to 
obtain missed information from another student in 
the class. Do not ask the professor to repeat infor-
mation or instructions.
Religious Observations
It is the policy of VCU to accord students, on an 
individual basis, the opportunity to observe their 
traditional religious holidays. Students desiring to 
observe a religious holiday of special importance 
must provide advance written notification to each 
instructor by the end of the second week of classes.
VCU-Q makes the following recommendations re-
garding prayer.
• 15 minutes breaks will be scheduled during all 
studio classes to allow students to pray.
• Students should pray before or after their lecture 
classes.
• Although VCU-Q strives to provide easy access to 
prayer rooms and ablution areas students should 
feel free to pray in the classroom if necessary
Students With Disabilities
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and 
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 require 
Virginia Commonwealth University to provide an 
‘academic adjustment’ and/or a ‘reasonable ac-
commodation’ to any individual who advises us of a 
physical or mental disability. Students with disabil-
ities are responsible for self identification and may 
contact Laura Green the Health and Wellness Office 
in Student Affairs for further assistance: lgreen@
qatar.vcu.edu
Classroom Conduct Policy
The instructional program at VCU is based upon the 
premise that students enrolled in a class are entitled 
to receive instruction free from interference by other 
students. Accordingly, in classrooms, laboratories, 
studios and other learning areas, students are 
expected to conduct themselves in an orderly and 
cooperative manner so that the faculty member can 
proceed with customary instruction. Faculty mem-
bers (including graduate teaching assistants) may 
set reasonable standards for classroom behavior in 
order to meet these objectives. If a student believes 
that the behavior of another student is disruptive, the 
faculty member should be informed.
If a faculty member believes that a student’s be-
havior is disrupting the class and interfering with 
normal instruction, the faculty member may direct 
the student to leave the class for the remainder of 
the class period. In such circumstances, the faculty 
member is the sole judge that the student’s behav-
ior is sufficiently disruptive to warrant a temporary 
dismissal from the classroom. Disruptive behavior 
on the part of the student may result in the filing of 
formal charges under the University’s Rules and 
Procedures document.
For the A to Z of Policies, Guidelines and Proce-
dures, visit: www.provost.vcu.edu/pdfs/FacultyGui-
deToStudentConductInInstructionalSettings.pdf
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Cell Phones, Texting, and Other Uses of Person-
al Technology
The use of mobile phones in classes is prohibited. 
As they are tools for emergency communication, 
phones may be powered on but must be turned to 
silent for the duration of the class session.
Release of Student Information
The University may not release to third parties any 
educational records or personally identifiable infor-
mation without the written consent of the affected 
student except as is consistent with the Family 
Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA): www.
enrollment.vcu.edu/rar/registration/ferpa.html
What to Know and Do To Be Prepared for Emergen-
cies at VCU-Q
1. Sign up to receive VCU-Q text messaging 
alerts with the student affairs office. Keep your 
information up-to-date.
2. Know the safe evacuation route from each of 
your classrooms. Emergency evacuation routes 
are posted in on-campus classrooms.
3. Listen for and follow instructions from VCU-Q, 
Qatar Foundation or other designated authori-
ties.
4. Know the emergency phone number for Qatar 
Foundation.
5. Report suspicious activities and objects to 
VCU-Q Security Desk.
Important Numbers
Education City Emergency Response 4454 0999
VCU-Q Security 4480 0945
Qatar Foundation Clinic 5563 2206 / 4454 1244
Note to student
By choosing to remain in this class, you agree to 
abide by the standards set forth in this syllabus. 
Additionally, your signature on your VCU application 
signifies that you agree to abide by all rules and poli-
cies, including the Honor System, of Virginia Com-
monwealth University. For more information refer to 
the Student Resource Guide (the VCU Insider) or 
visit: www.provost.vcu.edu/policies/
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5.2 Communal
5.2.1 Green Relationship stand and    
           Community gardening
The Interactive stand installation within VCUQa-
tar included 36 plants. They were all adopted and 
looked after by students, faculties and employees. 
They gave them names and dates of birth that they 
wrote on the plants’ birth certificates.
My intention is to take this installation one step 
further to schools and other organizations. So the 
stand can be displayed in schools, offices, and other 
premises where people can grow their own baby 
trees and look after them in a very convenient way. 
Once trees are grown, they will be moved to com-
munity gardens to promote green spaces. A birth 
certificate showing the birth date and the owner 
name will be displayed near every tree. This concept 
will create a personal attachment in specific to the 
tree since it is personalized and in general to the 
environment. One day, a person or his successors, 
might be walking around the green space and come 
cross a tree that carries his/her name or the name of 
one of his/her loved ones.
If we install the Interactive stand in a few schools 
and organizations, we will promote community 
participation in community gardening since we will 
be growing a considerate amount of trees that will 
definitely increase the area of green spaces within-
the community.
Fig 5.1: Green Relationship stand for community gardening
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5.2.1 Green Relationship workshops
         Beauty of Trash
Public art and community activities are an important 
medium to educate, inspire and promote general 
topics and concepts. “Beauty of Trash” is a series 
of workshops to produce public art using recycling 
materials. The first workshop has been already 
planned to produce 15 light features from glass recy-
cling bottles to be displayed in public in collaboration 
with a renowned lighting designer and sponsored by 
various companies in Qatar.
The first application of this concept is to make a light 
features from recycled Perrier bottles and fishing 
cage. Empty bottles will be inserted between the 
fishing cage metal strings, which will be covered with 
gypsum mix to cover the gaps between the bottles. 
Once gypsum dries, a light bulb will be installed in-
side the cage to disseminate light through the green 
bottles.
Fig 5.2: Beauty of Trash light feature using fishing cage and green waste glass bottles
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5.3 Artistic
5.3.1 Green Relationship portable nursery
         Green Jewels
The portable nursery is a creative approach of per-
sonal art pieces that can be produced in art classes 
within schools and universities. The idea is to design 
and make pendants, necklaces and artistic jewelry 
in which people can grow and carry their own plants. 
A practical application of this concept can be applied 
as well to enhance planting by transferring the plant 
from the portable nursery to the soil once it grows 
and plant another one afterward in the same nurs-
ery.
Fig 5.3: Green Jewels – work in progress
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5.3.2 Green Relationship matts
         Green Fashion Show
During my thesis, I explored Green Understanding, 
which is another attribute of the Green Relationship. 
The idea is to understand nature and use natural 
phenomenon in producing eco friendly products. 
My experiment was about producing a natural, 
eco-friendly piece of fabric that can be used in 
the fashion industry. The fabric was produced by 
growing seeds on a layer of cotton. The seeds’ roots 
penetrated and grew in the cotton bed. They cre-
ated a natural weaving technic that held the cotton 
together forming interesting organic patterns and de-
signs. When the roots dry the patterns become more 
visible. This concept can be applied on large panels 
of cotton that can be tailored to make fashion show 
pieces. The cotton pieces can be tailored before and 
after the plants get dry to create Green Fashion or 
Dry Roots garments with organic patterns. Fig 5.4: Roots growing in cotton bed
Fig 5.5: fabric piece made of a cotton bed weaved with dried roots
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Fig 5.6: Green Matts experimentation and stand
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION
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My thesis starting point was to study recycling and 
waste generation in Qatar. The first reason is that 
Qatar, with an active construction business, an 
extensive hydrocarbon sector and a growing number 
of high-income households, creates more than 7,000 
tons of solid waste each day, which in per capita 
terms is high in comparison with other countries in 
the region (“QR4bn Waste Management Plant Gets 
Ready” 2011). The second reason is that recycling 
has become a major concern of many governments, 
municipalities, organizations and individuals around 
the world.
My first thesis conclusion confirms that it is much 
more beneficial to create solutions to raise people’s 
awareness toward the environment and change their 
behavior to generate less waste instead of finding 
solutions to recycle more. The underpinning for this 
conclusion are that the government and the private 
sector in Qatar have implemented solutions most 
aggressively toward the back-end of the recycling 
process in the country, which is after the waste 
has been generated. The government has built the 
domestic solid waste management center (DSWMC) 
in Mesaieed that is expected to reduce domestic 
waste disposed in landfills. In addition, a few private 
recycling facilities have been established to recycle 
mainly plastic and papers. But the front-end of the 
recycling process, which is waste generation and 
separation at source, did not have the same atten-
tion from both sectors. On the other hand, my survey 
results show that 75% of the participants stated that 
raising awareness within the community and promot-
ing a green lifestyle are the main solutions to reduce 
waste generation.
The second thesis conclusion is the initiation of the 
concept of the Green Relationship to become one 
of the kinships we know of and we practice in our 
lives. It is the relationship with the silent partner, “the 
environment,” which provides us with our essen-
tial survival needs, “water and food,” and our one 
and only independency need, “oxygen.” The main 
support for this conclusion is making the liaison with 
the environment personal and spreading it from the 
individual to the communal level. 
In order to define the Green Relationship, I con-
cluded in introducing a new design concept, “Hu-
mimicing,” which is transferring ideas and imitating 
human innate behaviors, values, attributes, models 
and systems to inspire and create design concepts 
applied in several industries and disciplines. There-
fore, the basic generic kinships elements that we all 
know of, will be projected through the “Humimicing” 
theory to fall under the green umbrella and become 
the elements of the Green Relationship, to raise 
awareness toward the environment and promote a 
green lifestyle.
Visualizing Green Communication, Green Care 
and Green Ethics using three design disciplines 
respectively, Interactive Design, Product Design and 
Critical Design, concluded the following:
1- The Green Communication, through the Inter-
active Design, succeeded in making the connection 
between people and the silent partner, “the envi-
ronment,” personal. They gave names and dates 
of birth to their baby plants and they took full re-
sponsibility in watering them on a regular basis to 
make them grow. Participants felt, as stated in their 
testimonials, that their responsibilities toward their 
baby plants show their commitments toward the 
green lifestyle to the community. They felt in compe-
tition with other participants and they found it very 
convenient to practice the Green Relationship within 
their working space. So by raising this green con-
sciousness on a personal level, we can reach out to 
change the community’s behavior by spreading the 
consciousness from the personal level to the com-
munity level. 
The success of this installation is evident in peoples’ 
participation in adopting plants and the continuous 
care provided that made them grow. In my point of 
view, implementing this installation in schools, stores 
and other buildings with high of human trafic will 
have a positive influence on promoting the concept 
of the Green Relationship, especially within early 
age groups. Subsequently, this installation will serve 
to raise awareness toward green lifestyle and en-
hancing community gardening. 
2- The Green Care, through the Product Design 
experimentation, readdressed the way we design, 
produce and consume products. It demonstrated 
in a real life example how designers, manufactures 
and consumers can take actions to protect the 
environment and natural resources. The awareness 
of Green Care is strongly related to consumption 
and waste generation, and subsequently, to pollution 
and the recycling industry. If we consume less, we 
generate and recycle less. This will take us back 
to one of the main thesis goals: “ instead of finding 
solutions to recycle more, we should develop an 
awareness to generate less.”
3- The Green Ethics, through the Critical Design 
theory, represented to the public the strong link 
between our actions toward the environment and our 
essential need for oxygen to remain alive. It is a key 
element of this thesis and a very strong message to 
bring forward to the public to realize that they have 
taken for granted the given of the only one inde-
pendency need, which is the oxygen. Try to close 
your nose and mouth for a few seconds, preventing 
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yourself from breathing, and tell me how it feels. 
I personally believe that losing the opportunity of 
breathing oxygen, which is the need fulfilled by the 
Green Relationship, is much more challenging than 
losing a job or a partner, that are the expected re-
wards of successful business and love relationships.
The effectiveness of this concept to promote a 
green lifestyle was brought to my attention through 
the following story. A friend of mine, Joelle Seyouri, 
visited my exhibition stand with her six-years-old 
son, Peter. I had shown them the green mats, the 
portable nurseries, the oxygen masks and the plants 
that communicate visually and audibly. Peter was 
very impressed by the talking plants. He told his 
mom, “I hope my plants can tell us when they need 
water like our pet.” Toward the end of their tour, I 
played the stop motion video showing the concept of 
my Green Relationship in relation to the oxygen we 
breathe. Peter was more impressed by the fact that 
plants generate oxygen that we can breathe. Five 
days later, my friend Joelle called, telling me that 
her son, Peter, since he saw the short movie at my 
exhibition stand, had been very keen in watering the 
plants at home on a regular basis. She asked him 
why was he very much concerned about the plants? 
He answered, “because if they die, we might not 
have enough oxygen in the house to breathe.”
It is reasonable to accept that the scenario made 
Peter aware of our actions toward the environment 
and the consequences of these actions, and can 
therefore influence and inspire other children. 
Peter’s reaction suggests that the movie and its 
scenario increase his awareness of the importance 
of the Green Relationship to the human well being, 
which is the main goal of my thesis.
Therefore, the Green Relationship should not be 
less important than any other type of kinships we 
practice during our lives because our interactions 
with the environment and our actions toward the 
Green Relationship have major impacts on the 
sustainability of our ecosystem. If we continue to 
pollute our living environment through the creation 
of domestic, industrial and nuclear waste, or casual 
disposal of litter in the street, our relationship with 
the environment will continue to deteriorate. This 
pollution will have a direct impact on our health and 
general well being.
This thesis, with its research and experiments, has 
shwon that the Green Relationship does change 
people’s perspectives and social behaviors toward 
consumerism and inspire them to take actions to 
reduce waste generation. It is a design solution that 
could be applied in Qatar and other countries around 
the world.
Therefore, a well-based Green Relationship be-
tween humans and the environment will provide 
protection for Mother Earth and good health for its 
habitants and will keep the environment a habitable 
place. After all, “Green is not just a color; it is a 
Lifestyle.”
The Green Relationship does change 
people’s perspectives and social 
behaviors toward consumerism and 
inspire them to take actions to reduce 
waste generation. 
A well-based Green Relationship be-
tween humans and the environment 
will provide protection for Mother 
Earth and good health for its habi-
tants.
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Green is not just a 
color; it is a Lifestyle.
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CHAPTER 7: THESIS EXHIBITION
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“Grow baby grow.”
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Fig 7.1: Exhibition hall. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.2: Green Relationship stand’s overview. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.3: Green Relationship stand’s view 1. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.4: Green Relationship stand’s view 2. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.5: Green Communication stand. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.6: Plants with visual, audible and with no communication styles. By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.7: Perforated cotton planted with seeds
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Fig 7.8: Extruded cotton weaved with dry seed’s roots
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Fig 7.9: Green matts - Roots weaving the cotton bed - By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.10: Green matts - By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.11: Green tools - By Markus Elblaus Fig 7.12: Green tools - By Markus Elblaus
Fig 7.13: Oxygen charged breathing mask  - By Markus Elblaus Fig 7.14: Oxygen depleted breathing mask  - By Markus Elblaus
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Fig 7.15: Green jewels - By Markus Elblaus
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APPENDIX 1
Interview’s template.
Recycling facilities in Qatar
1- Where is your facility located?
2- Since when does it exist?
3- What material do you recycle?
4- Where do you get the waste from and how do       
 you collect it?
5- Do you buy the waste material?
6- Do you sell waste materials or you are able to  
 process it all?
7- What technology do you use?
8- What products do you produce?
9- What is the capacity of your facility?
10- What are the challenges that you are facing?
11- What are the problems that your business is fac 
 ing? And what are the solutions to these prob 
 lems?
12- Do you have any plans to expand?
13- Do you have any thing to add?
Some of these questions were relevant to certain 
facilities and other questions were not. On the other 
hand, some business owners proffered not to an-
swer specific questions for business confidentiality.
Interview report
Al Hodaifi Recycling
Facility               : Al Hodaifi Recycling
Interview with : Bryan Murphy- Operation Director  
   & Partner
Email address :  murphy@alhodaifi-recycling.com
Based on the Fourth Pillar of Qatar's National Vision 
2030, Environmental Development and under the 
guidance of H.E. Ghanem Sultan Al Hodaifi Al Ku-
wari, the recycling activities of Al Hodaifi Group were 
founded.
Al Hodaifi Recycling is primarily focused on the 
ecological processing of Qatar's waste tyres and 
utilizing the environmentally friendly by products, to 
the benefit of the Qatari community.
Situated in the Al Rayan Municipality, our state of 
the art facility is ideally located in order to efficiently 
process the bulk of Qatar's waste tyres.
Equipped with leading edge technology, supplied 
by the German company Amandus Kahl, we are 
capable of processing in excess of 1.5 Million waste 
tyres per annum.
The plant produces rubber granules, in sizes from 
less than 0.6 mm to 1.5 mm, which can be utilized 
for a wide range of environmentally friendly applica-
tions, a number of which include:
• Rubberised Asphalt for Roads. 
• Rubberised Tiles for School Playgrounds.
• Rubberised Flooring for Recreational Areas.
• Rubberised Surfaces for Equestrian Areas. 
• Artificial Playing Surfaces for Sports Grounds.
Additionally, by products of the recycling process 
include steel and textile fluff, both of which can be 
utilized, locally in Qatar, in an environmentally con-
scious manner.
The application possibilities for waste tyre granulate 
are the following:
- Sport facilities.
- Playgrounds.
- Road construction.
- Production of tyres.
- Molded articles for use in family households and in 
industry.
- Footware industry.
- Mats.
- Stables.
Below are the details about the KHAL technology 
and process used in Al Hodaifi facility as provided 
during the interview.
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Al Suwaidi Paper Recycling Factory
Facility               : Al Suwaidi Paper Recycling
Interview with : Mr Mahmod & Mr Ahmed Irtaza
Email address :  alsuwaidipaperfactory@gmail.com
Al Suwaidi paper factory is the one and only paper 
recycling unit in the state of Qatar located in industri-
al area street No 37. Established in the year of 2001 
and are producing fluting, testlinr and kraft paper 
with various GSM starting from 127 to 350 with 
deckle size 180cm. Twenty percent of the production 
is used in the local market of Qatar and the rest is 
exported to different countries in the region.
The recycling factory collects all kind of paper from 
all over the country providing manpower, transporta-
tion and vehicles free of charge producing about 50 
tonnes per day.
The number of employees within the company is 
between 150 and 200 people with different skills 
and job description. They are distributed in different 
teams:
• Management team overlooking all the depart-
ments and the market.
• Collection team responsible of collecting raw 
material from different companies, organization, 
retails shops, malls, hotels, landfill areas etc..
Technical team working in the factory and responsi-
ble of all phases of the fabrication including sorting 
out, shredding, fabrication, packaging, storing and 
loading
The challenging that the facility is facing is shortage 
of raw material since the community is not cooper-
ating by separating paper waste at source. The may 
concern of the company is to raise awareness and 
promote paper collection.
Doha Plastic Recycling Factory
Facility               : Doha Plastic Recycling Factory
Interview with : Bassil AL Assil 
Email address : basel@dohaplastic.com
Doha Plastic is in the business of reprocessing plas-
tic materials. The factory consists of 15,000 square 
meters of production space. The 70 employees form 
a team that does their best to reach the best solution 
to the requirements of our customers. 
They provide a large range of recycled plastic raw 
materials, and they are committing to improve our 
range of products. During manufacturing, attention 
is given to every detail of their products. The prod-
ucts are checked for several times before they are 
considered ready for market.
The total commitment in quality makes us proud in 
providing our customers with products of the highest 
quality. They are able to achieve this goal by working 
closely with their customers to determine their needs 
and to establish increasingly beneficial relations.
They are continuously working to improve the pro-
cess of classifying and cleaning the plastic materials 
to achieve the most pure recycled plastic that satisfy 
our clients and put us on the top of plastic recycling 
factories in Qatar.
They collect raw material from organizations, retails 
complexes, construction sites, schools, universities, 
residential compounds and buildings all over the 
country even from landfill areas. They are able to 
produce up to 20 tonnes per day their product range 
varies within the following range:
Polyethylene Terephalate Ethylene – PETE
- It goes into soft drink, juice, water, detergent, and 
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cleaner bottles.             
- Also used for cooking and peanut butter jars.
- washed flake regrind and not washed flake regrind. 
Polyethylene – PE
- PE goes into milk and water jugs, bleach bottles, 
detergent and shampoo bottles, Grocery sacks, dry 
cleaning bags and flexible film packaging.
Polypropylene – PP
- It goes into caps, disks, syrup bottles, yogurt tubes, 
straws and film packaging, PP material pellets.
    
Polyvinyl Cloride – PVC
- It goes into window cleaner, cooking oils, and de-
tergent bottles.
- Also used for peanut butter jars, water jugs and 
drainage pipes.
- Washed material flakes regrind.
    
Polystrene – PS
- It goes into meat trays, egg cartons, plates, cutlery, 
carry-out containers clear trays. 
- Materials crushed bottles.
    
Polycarbonate – PC
- It goes into big plastic drums. 
- Materials as PC bottles regrind. 
The recycling process is as the following:
1- Inspection and classification
2- Crushing
3- Dewatering and drying
4- Washing
5- Pelletizing
6- Final product (high quality clean plastic granules)
About twenty percent of the material produced is 
sold in the local market and the rest is exported to 
different countries within the region. Some of the 
raw material (plastic collected) is sorted out per type 
of plastic, packed and exported without recycling 
based on special orders. The Doha plastic factory 
is expending their business. They are building new 
factory now near the existing one. It produces plastic 
pipes for irrigation using the raw material produced 
in the plastic recycling facility. That will create a sus-
tainable close cycle for materials to be reused.
Doha Solid Waste Management Center
Facility               : Doha Solid waste Management 
Center
Interview with : Abdul Aziz al Malki – Operation 
Manager
Email address :   abmmalki@moe.gov.qa
With an active construction business, extensive 
hydrocarbon sector and growing number of high-in-
come households, Qatar creates more than 7,000 
tons of solid waste each day. Much of it is crowded 
into landfills; the underdeveloped recycling industry 
handles only 8 percent of the waste.
Domestic waste from households, markets and 
office buildings account for about 30 percent of the 
waste, while non-domestic waste from commercial, 
construction and industrial sites account for the rest. 
Currently 91 percent of non-domestic waste is taken 
directly to landfills, and companies that sift through 
the waste at the landfills pick through the bulk of 
what is eventually recycled. 
Qatar will adopt a multifaceted strategy to con-
tain the levels of waste generated by households, 
commercial sites and industry and to recycle much 
more of what waste is generated.  The measures 
envisioned by the National Development Strategy 
2011–2016 include establishment of a comprehen-
sive solid waste management plan to coordinate 
responsibilities, activities and planning. 
For that reason, the ministry of Municipal Affairs and 
agriculture has built and commissioned the first in-
tegrated domestic solid waste management system 
DSWMC in Mesaieed industrial city.  The four billion 
Qatari Riyal project could finally bring recycling to 
the mainstream. 
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The waste management center in Mesaieed is expected to reduce the share of 
domestic waste disposed of in landfills to three to five percent, thereby reducing 
the share of total waste sent to landfills from 92 percent to 64 percent. 
Spread out over three square kilometers, the center is meant to segregate 
waste, and then recycle it into new products, such as fertilizer, cardboard and 
plastic. . It will also convert waste to energy and raise the level of waste recy-
cling from 8 percent to between 20 percent and 25 percent.
The estimated quantity of domestic (household and commercial) waste gener-
ated is around 2500 Tones / Day ( Year 2011). This excludes industrial wastes, 
construction and hazardous wastes. The majority of domestic wastes generated 
in Qatar are sent to Umm Alafai landfill (unlined landfill) for final disposal. The 
landfill accepts domestic (non hazardous) wastes, construction and demolition 
wastes, bulky wastes and used tyres and the Ministry of Municipality and Urban 
Planning (general cleaning project) is responsible for the collection of all do-
mestic wastes. The DSWMC is designed to treat up to 2,300 tonnes per day of 
mixed solid waste and 5,000 tonnes of construction and domestic waste. 
DSWMC process flow diagram
There will be five transfer stations (South Doha, West Doha, Industrial Area, 
Dukhan and Al Khor) equipped with collection bunkers for separating recyclables 
such as glass, paper, aluminum and plastic, which will help reduce the quantity 
of waste. 
The DSWMC main components 
and facilities as explained by the 
project director are the following:
1- Incoming waste management 
unit.
2- Waste to energy (WTE) inciner-
ation plant.
3- Anaerobic digestion and com-
posting plant.
4- energy recovery.
5- Engineered solid waste landfill 
and incinerated bottom ash treat-
ment.
6- Plant facility.
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The plant transforming Waste to Energy (WTE) 
includes the following:
• Three incineration lines each with a capacity 
of 500 tonnes of refuse per day fed by grab cranes 
from storage bunker.
• Heat recovery boilers associated steam recovery 
units. 
• Furnaces Equipped With Water Cooled Stoker 
Grate System (850 DC) .
• Wet bottom ash extraction and conveyance sys-
tem.
• Flue gas cleaning: rotary atomizers for injecting 
finely atomized lime milk; activated carbon dosing 
followed by bag filters on each line. Chimney: 80 
meters high with continuous emission monitoring 
system (CEMS) .
The Composting Plant includes the following:
• Plant comprises of three sections; Pre - Treat-
ment, Treatment and Post - Treatment.
• Pre - Treatment; broken into two streams; Green 
Waste And Municipal Solid Waste.
• Treatment; comprises of five modules. The three 
digestors are reserved for Green Waste Processing; 
the balance two uses municipal solid waste.
• Post - Treatment; includes maturation hall and 
area for digested compost.
At full capacity, the plant is able to treat 750 tonnes 
of green waste and municipal solid waste daily. Its 
process produces biogas that provides up to 8.0 
MW. 
The Engineered Landfill consists of the following:
• The inorganic wastes that can not be recovered or incinerated, will be sent to the landfill facility. 
• Receive treated incineration bottom ash and cement stabilized fly ash only plus street sweeping wastes 
(mostly sand) .
• Total Plan Area: 11 hectare ( In 3 Phases ), 15 meters height, total compacted waste                        Vol-
ume : 1,600,000 m3 ( 2,304,000 tonnes) .
• Multiple Liner System (Impermeable bottom liner).
• Leachate collection pipe work in basic.
• The landfill will not produce any harmful greenhouse emissions, as it is not designed to accept any or-
ganic wastes. 
• Evaporation ponds for leachate. 
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APPENDIX 2
1- What premises your program includes? 
2- Since when your program is implemented?
3- What type of recycling materials is included in 
your program?
4- What is the process that you have implemented 
in place?
5- Who are the recycling plants that you are deal-
ing with?
6- Are you paying the recycling plants to collect the 
waste?
7- Does recycling plants pay you for the waste 
collected?
8- What are the challenges you are facing with this 
program?
9- What are the program problems and solutions?
10- Do you measure and document the measure-
ment results?
11- Did the program make any change in people 
behavior toward recycling and waste generation?
Interview’s template. 
12- Is there any thing you like to add?
However, some of these questions were relevant 
to some of the programs and some were not since 
every program is operating in different ways and 
having different mission and vision.
Interview reports
Organization         : Qatar Foundation
Recycling program: Student housing in Education  
                                City
Interview with     : Christopher Silva - Sustainability 
                                Education Coordinator
Email address     : csilva@qf.org .qa
The student housing recycling process in place is 
an initiative taken by the sustainability education 
coordinator Mr Christopher Silva. This process is 
implemented only in the student housing male and 
female buildings within Education City. It includes 
paper, plastic and aluminum.
The steps of the system in place are the following:
- Students living in the housing collect their 
garbage in the individual bins provided in each and 
every apartment.
- Trash generated in every apartment will be taken 
to the ground floor where trash will be separated in 
the color coded recycling bins
- Trash collected in the ground floor color-coded 
recycling bins will be stored in the recycling contain-
ers placed in the central area in the residence halls 
waiting for collection.
- Paper is collected by Al Suwaidi paper recycling 
company twice a month
- Plastic and cans are collected by Doha plastic 
recycling company twice a week
All recycling materials is collected for free without 
any service charge nor compensation. The imple-
mentation of this program has faced many challeng-
es mainly related to the logistics complication of the 
process and not the community using the building. 
Recycling programs in Qatar
QF student housing Program
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Nevertheless, the small amount of waste generated 
within the building makes the collection not very fea-
sible for the recycling companies since they have to 
arrange for trash pick ups on regular bases for small 
amount which end up to be costly for them. This fact 
have set another challenge to make the agreement 
with the recycling companies and ensure that trash 
is collected on regular basis without any exceptions
The future perspective of this initiative is to imple-
ment the same recycling process in all QF buildings, 
which is difficult at the time being since there are no 
recycling or sustainable focal points in every center 
within QF to implement and monitor the process. 
Furthermore, Qatar Foundation future outlook is 
to work along side with the municipality’s recycling 
program and recycling plant currently under con-
struction in messaied. The expectations are to have 
a recycling program implemented across the edu-
cation city premises that includes recycling bins and 
collection processes in relation to the municipality 
future programs that will take place across Qatar.
The key element of the process in place is waste 
measurements and regular monitoring in order to 
document and record the data. The study and data 
analysis will is extremely important to know if waste 
generation is increasing or decreasing.
As Christopher stated during the interview, it is 
important to promote and implement the recycling 
processes, yet it is more important to educate peo-
ple and raise awareness to reduce and monitor their 
waste generation by consuming less materials in 
order to save the environment.
This awareness has been promoted through mea-
surements competitions and data record and dis-
play. The measurement competition runs between 
different building in order to check who consumed 
less.
Moreover, regular surveys are conducted to receive 
tenants feedback and opinions. Through the regular 
monitoring, surveys and supervision positive chang-
es has been noticed in people’s behavior toward 
recycling and consumption level. 
TAMUQ Program
Organization  : Education City
Recycling program : TAMUQ
Interview with              : Ahmed Lotfi- Sustainability  
                                        Club president
Email address              :  ahmed.lotfi@qatar.tamu.      
                                          edu
This program covers only TAMUQ building within 
education city. It has been established in fall 2011 
and includes only plastic bottles. The purpose is 
to separate at source plastic bottles from students 
and faculties. The recycling plastic company dealing 
with education city collects the bottles, which Doha 
plastic as mentioned above.
TAMUQ does not pay and collection fee or receive 
any payments against the plastic delivered. 
One of the main program challenges and problems 
is the absence of proper collection bins in place that 
are convenient for students and faculties to use. 
The second is the missing processes in place, which 
is difficult to implement since proper bins are not 
distributed properly within the premises. The third 
and important hitches are the lack of awareness 
within the community about recycling. Therefore the 
solutions that the program is trying to provide are 
focusing on the problems listed hoping that recycling 
awareness and recycling bins will be raised and 
promoted all over education city.
The program was aiming to measure the number of 
plastic bottles produced and weight them, however, 
the measuring and recording have not been done 
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due to the lack of individuals and the challenges that 
the problem is facing.
The program has raised some awareness among 
students and faculties, but as Ahmed mentioned, 
“I don’t think enough awareness was raised. I think 
much bigger campaign about recycling needs to be 
organized”
VCUQ Program
As a president of VCUQ sustainable club, I can sum-
marize the recycling initiative within VCUQ. A study 
has been conducted in the premise to know how 
many bins are required for the building. The program 
will include paper plastic and cans. An arrangement 
has been done with Al Suwaidi paper recycling and 
doha plastic to collect the trash from the premises 
free of charge. The challenges that the program 
is facing are to get the bins in place, which will be 
donated, to VCUQ through one of the student within 
the club. The second challenge is to implement the 
process properly and motivate students and faculties 
to separate trash at source. 
Qatar University
The main intention was to meet Dr Marriam Al 
Maadeed, head of Material Technology Unit, Qatar 
University. But after several attempt I was not able to 
schedule meeting with her within the time frame of 
the thesis research phase. The administrator of the 
material and technology unit has advised me to visit 
the university web site and check the publications 
about their plastic and paper recycling programs.  
Concerning the Plastic recycling program within Qa-
tar University, the Peninsula news paper published 
in 21st October 2010 the following:
QU, UK University start plastic recycling project
By Fazeena Saleem
Qatar University together with the University of Shef-
field has commenced a comprehensive one-year 
project on plastic recycling.
Five representatives from Materials Technology Unit 
of the Qatar University and three from the University 
of Sheffield will focus on many activities including 
lectures, awareness programs, research and confer-
ences.
“This will be more of a scientific project. Also there 
is no such data available on plastic wastage and re-
cycling in the Gulf region. This one-year project will 
be the first to collect such data,” said Dr Marriam Al 
Maadeed, head of Material Technology Unit, Qatar 
University.
The researchers will submit four academic papers 
for international journals and will hold five confer-
ences during the project. The Polymer Center at the 
University of Sheffield and the Material Technology 
Unit at the Qatar University will also hold a series of 
training courses in polymers and composites be-
tween November 28 and December 2, at the Qatar 
science and technology park.
This course will be conducted by 28 lecturers and 
presented jointly over five days by scientists from 
the University of Sheffield and Qatar University. This 
will provide a broad overview of the basic science 
and engineering of polymer and how this applies to 
a wide range of products and applications.
Companies working with plastic, rubber, adhesive, 
coating, fibers or packing are expected to be given 
a wider knowledge on polymer. The participants are 
also required to have basic understanding about 
polymers, especially on its synthesized and ana-
lyzed, properties, strengths and limitations for a 
better understanding of the course.
The course will also be an introduction to the sci-
ence underlining synthesis. It will focus on process-
ing of polymers with some basic information about 
their structure and properties and present some 
examples of their applications. The participants will 
also learn about some of the modern instrumental 
techniques that can be used to analyze the structure 
and behavior of polymeric materials.
Particular attention will be paid to the properties and 
applications of polymers in various composite mate-
rials to water-soluble polymers and to the aspects of 
polymer degradation and recycling.
The Material Technology Unit of the Qatar Universi-
ty is also constructing a pilot-scale recycling plant, 
being the first-ever academic institution in Qatar to 
start a pilot-recycling project. The unit also focuses 
on starting a comprehensive project on recycling 
demolishing wastage.
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Concerning the paper recycling program within Qa-
tar university, the SNT online web site has published 
the following:
Qatar University Launches Paper Recycling 
Project
The Materials Technology Unit (MTU) of Qatar 
University (QU) recently launched a paper-recycling 
project as part of the organization's goal to promote 
sustainable protection of the environment in Qatar.
The project, funded by a grant from QU and Qatar 
Foundation's Undergraduate Research Experience 
Program (UREP), aims to make students at QU 
aware of the importance of waste-paper recycling, 
with the long-term objective of transmitting aware-
ness to the society as a whole, said Head of MTU Dr 
Mariam Al-Maadeed.
"In this project, we introduced paper-recycling 
technology to QU, which will be a starting point in 
educating our society and will place the organization 
as the leading institution in recycling technologies", 
Dr Al-Maadeed.
Dr Al-Maadeed stated further that the students are 
in the process of constructing a pilot-scale recycling 
plant, the first-ever in an academic institution in 
Qatar. "Students will be able to synthetise various 
products made by a recycled paper pulp", she said, 
adding that they are also attempting to develop pulp-
based composite material products and investigate 
their mechanical properties.
Paper recycling equipment intended for use in the 
project will be installed at QU's new Research Cen-
ter in the near future, she said. Faculty and students 
involved in the project are currently collaborating 
with the local paper recycling company, Al Suwaidi 
Paper Factory, in sharing technical information to 
build a long-lasting partnership on recycling issues.
Project supervisor Dr Daryoush Emadi said: "This 
project is a starting point for developing a recycling 
program in Qatar". He explained that most people 
recycle paper with the intention of saving trees. 
"About seventeen trees are saved when one ton of 
paper is recycled", he said, adding. "But there are 
other reasons why recycling paper is an important 
and environmentally-conscious practice.
For example, the production of paper from recycled 
waste paper uses 25 percent less energy, saves 
7000 gallons of water per ton of paper recycled, and 
saves landfill space".
Dr Musbah Mahfoud, another supervisor, comment-
ed that the project opened the way for Qatari society 
to be an example in protecting the environment and 
pave the way for others in the region".
Work conducted in the project also involves a public 
awareness campaign for reduced paper consump-
tion and paper recycling. The campaign began 
with visits to local primary and high schools, giving 
lectures on the importance of paper recycling to edu-
cate students and staff, as well as soliciting public 
opinion of how best the practice can be implement-
ed. 
Katara Program
Organization  : Katara
Interview with              : Abdul Rahman Al Tamimi 
                                         Facilities director
This program covers the cultural villages premises – 
Katara. It has been established in 2011 and includes 
only paper plastic and cans. Three color-coded 
waste collection bins have been distributed around 
the premises to collect and separate trash at sourc-
es.  The Ministry of municipalities and planning is 
collecting the trash for free and some arrangements 
have been done with private companies to collect 
trash in case is needed.
In order to match the cultural village them, special 
designed boxes inspired from the local culture are 
covering the color-coded bins, but colors can still be 
distinguished from the top.
The challenge that this program is facing is the com-
munity awareness in properly separating the trash 
at source without throwing the wrong product in the 
wrong bin.
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Ministry of municipalities and planning
Organization  : Ministry of municipalities  
     and planning
Recycling program : Domestic and municipal  
    waste collection in Qatar
Interview with              : Dr Saraj- Program Director
The ministry of municipalities and planning depart-
ment is the governmental department in charge of 
the waste collection in Qatar.  It was very interesting 
and useful to have the meeting with Dr Saraj in order 
to understand the situation of trash collection in 
Qatar and its development. Dr Saraj Explained the 
situation as following:
Till mid of 2011, the trash collection within Qatar was 
taken care of by the department and some other 
private companies within the country. The private 
companies collect the trash for recycling and trading. 
But the trash collected by the municipalities end up 
in the main landfill areas in Umm Al Afai on Dukhan 
road and some other landfill areas around the coun-
tries.
In 2011 the ministry of environment and ministry of 
municipality have commissioned the waste treat-
ment center in Mesaieed, which is able to recycle 
2300 tons into energy and fertilizers.  The munici-
pality collects the waste and deliver it to the transfer 
stations and from there it end up in the SDWTC in 
Mesaieed.
In 2006 the ministry of municipality and planning 
department distributed the color-coded trash bins in 
public parks in order to separate trash at source. 
They also started the school programs. The se-
lected, as a pilot, ten elementary schools for boys 
and ten for girls to study the implementation of the 
recycling program which include color coded bins to 
separate trash at source and awareness sessions 
through school activities, lectures and posters. After 
regular follow up and measurements, the minis-
try noticed good result in waste reduction, proper 
separation and communal awareness. Therefore 
they decided to implement the recycling program in 
hundred and twenty schools in Qatar including Al 
Wakra, Al Doha and al Rayan areas.
The same program was tested in complementary 
schools, but it was not successful. Failure reasons 
were not stated.
Some of the services that the ministry is providing 
are the following:
1- Waste collection from public and private areas
2- Provision of color coded bins (on request)
3- Provision of special vehicles to collect separated 
trash. Which has been separated at source. These 
vehicles are divided in sections not to mix the trash.
They have recently bought Ten solar panel operated 
vehicles to collect and shred papers. These vehicles 
are provided mainly to ministries and big organiza-
tions where paper waste is excessive. The shredded 
paper will be directly delivered for paper recycling.
Al Khor Community Recycling Program
Organization  : Qatargas
Recycling program : Al Khor Community Recy 
    cling program
The multinational residential complex in Al Khor has 
launched a recycling program within the community 
compound. I wanted to meet with James Baldwin, 
head of environmental affairs at Qatargas in order to 
discuss the program and the process they have in 
place, but unfortunately the interview did not happen 
within the time frame of the thesis research. 
I was able to learn about the program through the 
online publication. Gulf times newspaper published 
on Wednesday 28 November, 2007 the following:
Khor gets colour-coded bins in recycling effort
THE Al Khor Community has officially launched a 
pioneering recycling program taking the final step in 
the implementation of its major recycling plan within 
its multi-national residential complex. 
The program consists of colour-coded segregated 
recycling bins for indoor and outdoor use as well as 
kerb-side recycling within the Al Khor Community. 
Planned and implemented by the Al Khor Commu-
nity Safety, Health and Environment (SHE) Commit-
tee, the project will service all areas of the over 5500 
-strong community. 
Initially three main items will be recycled – paper 
and cardboard, aluminum drinks cans and plastic 
water bottles. Colorfully designed bins will be placed 
throughout the community. Weekly kerb-side col-
lection will also be available to all residents.  Recy-
clable materials will be temporarily stored within a 
specially designed holding yard within the communi-
ty, prior to shipment to Doha. 
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Future phases of the recycling program include 
additional recyclable materials such as other metals, 
clothing, and eventually garden waste, which can be 
used for composting. 
A similar recycling program is being conducted at 
the Qatargas plant. About 350 Al Khor Community 
residents turned out for the official launch, including 
senior management representatives from Qatargas 
and the Al Khor Community. 
 “The Al Khor Community SHE Committee has pro-
vided the facilities and now it is up to the residents to 
make it a sustained success,” said Al Khor Commu-
nity director Alan Small.
A series of competitions and an awareness cam-
paign has been run in the community’s schools in 
recognition of the importance of involving the young-
er generations in the program. “There are over 1,400 
children in the Al Khor Community and we need 
their help to spread the message of environmentally 
responsible behavior,” Small said.
SustainableQatar Program
Organization  : SustainableQatar
Interview with              : Katrin Scholz-Barthj- Pres-
ident
E-mail                  : katrin@scholz-barth.com
The interview was arranged with Katrin Scholz, 
the president of SustainableQatar. Since the orga-
nization is about raising awareness and providing 
expertise in sustainable and environmental related 
issues, the interviews questions were not valid to 
ask. Therefore the discussion was around the vision 
and mission or the organization, and its activities 
within the community. The president provided the 
following information after the interview summarizing 
their work within the community of Qatar.
History
SustainableQatar is an independent, volun-
teer-based organization of committed individuals to 
promote environmental awareness within the Qatar 
community. SustainableQatar started off in March 
2008 by Rosemary Lapka (formerly with Carnegie 
Mellon University), Mike Johnston (formerly with 
American School of Doha), Adam Dodge (former-
ly with American School of  Doha) and Jay Trimiar 
(Qatar University), as a group of environmental and 
social educators getting together to share interests 
and to start a dialogue.
Today, under the leadership of president Katrin 
Scholz-Barth together with SustainableQatar‘s 
executive board, our vision is to be a resource that 
empowers the community to environmental action by 
fostering awareness, skills and knowledge.
We like to expand our group beyond educators and 
invite businesses, citizens, community organiza-
tions, non-profits, NGOs, and representatives from 
the Qatari government and Qatari community to join 
us. Together, we can take the steps towards creating 
a Sustainable Qatar.
Vision:
SustainableQatar seeks to be a resource that em-
powers the community to environmental action by 
fostering awareness, skills and knowledge.
Mission:
• To raise awareness about and discuss important 
sustainable issues in Qatar through regular meet-
ings.
• To provide a growing forum for people to net-
work and to collaborate on sustainable issues in 
Qatar.
• Establish partnerships with local and interna-
tional communities to make a real difference in the 
health and well-being of the community, environ-
ment, and development in Qatar. 
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Qatar Green Building Council 
Organization  : Green building council
Interview with              : Sarah Clarke – Member  
    and Founder
E-mail                            :  sfclarke321@googlemail. 
    com
Most of the questions set for the interviews were not 
applicable for the green building council. They don’t 
run recycling program, but they provide consultancy 
services for companies and organizations for issues 
related to environment, recycling and green build-
ings. During the interview the interview the mission 
and vision of QGBC were discussed and the fol-
lowing details were provided by Sarah afterward to 
highlight the organization scope of work and aims 
within the community of Qatar.  
QGBC SOLID WASTE INTEREST GROUP
BACKGROUND
The dramatic pace of change in Qatar over the 
last 15 years has resulted in a raft of 21st century 
developments on a par with the best in the world.  
This development bubble, while affording the Qatari 
people with an envious standard of living, has 
brought with it its share of issues, not least the bur-
geoning level of waste materials that are associated 
with economic advancement and an ever-growing 
population.  Qatar creates more than 7,000 tones of 
solid waste each day; domestic waste (household, 
markets, office buildings) accounts for approximately 
30%, commercial, construction and industrial sites 
the remainder.  
The Qatar National Development Strategy 2011-
2016 contains ambitious goals to reduce waste in 
Qatar, placing emphasis on new facilities, policies, 
research and education.  
Qatar Green Building Council Solid Waste Interest 
Group (QGBC-SWIG) is formed to bring together lo-
cal experts and interested stakeholders in a program 
of national dialogue, research, education and action 
to ensure efficient, effective and sustainable solu-
tions to solid waste management across the State of 
Qatar.
QGBC-SWIG aims to raise awareness about issues 
of solid waste in the built environment with a view to 
helping companies and individuals eliminate or mini-
mize solid waste generation and handle unavoidable 
solid waste in an environmentally conscious man-
ner, thereby contributing to the achievement of the 
NDS goal.  Through research, education, training 
and practical action, QGBC-SWIG’s goal is to be a 
recognized authority on solid waste in the built envi-
ronment in Qatar.  It adopts a collaborative approach 
to all its activities.  QGBC-SWIG has representa-
tives from a broad spectrum of companies involved 
in all aspects of the built environment from design, 
through construction, building use and end of life 
demolition.  All SWIG members have an interest in 
some aspect of the management of solid waste
SCOPE
The SWIG is a private, non-profit group, operating 
within the State of Qatar under the umbrella of the 
QGBC.  Its work is focused on all forms of solid 
waste (with the exception of black water/sewage) in 
the built environment from design and construction 
through buildings in use to demolition and disposal.  
While solid waste within the borders of Qatar will be 
the primary focus, QGBC-SWIG will address region-
al concerns as appropriate.
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VISION
• To be the recognized authority and partner of 
choice on solid waste issues in the built environment 
in Qatar 
• To provide national leadership in solid waste 
within the built environment by promoting effective 
and sustainable solid waste management, recycling, 
reuse and reduction of waste and, where possible, the 
avoidance of waste 
• To be a network of learning, education and knowl-
edge generation in all aspects of solid waste and its 
management
MISSION
In line with the mission of QGBC, the SWIG will en-
deavor to:
• Raise awareness and develop knowledge and 
understanding to advance effective, efficient and 
sustainable solid waste management and the minimi-
zation of waste 
• Forge alliances with all stakeholders with an inter-
est in solid waste, recycling and waste minimization
• Develop best practice guidelines for solid waste 
management, recycling and waste minimization in the 
built environment
• Encourage interdisciplinary collaboration, partner-
ships and dialogue on solid waste
• Support innovation and research to bring about 
creative solutions to waste issues
• Promote policies and practices to support waste 
minimization in the built environment
DELIVERABLES
• Collaborative events & workshops for QGBC 
members and other interested parties 
• A set of solid waste management guidelines & 
resources
• A demonstration project/partnership to promote 
awareness and engage stakeholders 
• Research proposal(s) to encourage innovation in 
solid waste management, recycling etc.
MEMBERSHIP 
All members of QGBC are eligible to volunteer with 
SWIG and participate in its activities
SWIG currently has 20 active members drawn from 
the construction sector, process industries, waste 
management sector, education, non-governmental 
organizations and academia.  Current members rep-
resent engineering, architecture, HSE, sustainability 
management and research disciplines.
QGBC-SWIG welcomes non-members to collaborate 
in its activities and meetings as appropriate. 
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APPENDIX 3
Survey template. 
Survey
I- Introduction:
This survey is about recycling and domestic waste generation. It is related to a 
master degree final project at Virginia Commonwealth University in relation to 
the waste collection and separation processes.
II-Definitions:
- Domestic waste: waste type that includes household rubbish and garbage
- Recycling: convert waste into reusable material or return waste to a previous 
stage
- Waste collection: passage of waste material from the source of production to 
the point of treatment or final disposal
- Waste separation process: practice of setting aside each type of waste materi-
als
III-Survey:
1- Gender
Female
Male
2- Nationality 
3- Which category below includes your age?
Between 10 & 19
Between 20 & 29
Between 30 & 39
Between 40 & 49
Between 50 & 59
Between 60 & 69
Between 60 & 79 
80 or older
4- Which of these terms have you heard before receiving this survey?
Please check as many as apply
Recycling
Waste generation
Waste collection process
Waste separation process
None
5- Which of these words did you know the meaning of before receiving this 
survey? Please check as many as apply
Recycling
Domestic waste
Waste generation
Waste collection process
Waste separation process
6- Do you recycle in Qatar?
If you answer “yes” please answer question 7, 8 and if you answer “no” skip to 9.
Yes 
No
7- What do you recycle? in Qatar? 
(Please check as many as apply)
Glass
Plastic
Metal
Paper
Organic materials
Other (specify) 
8- Why do you recycle in Qatar? 
(Please check as many as apply)
Fun
Life style
Family behavior
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School activities
Return benefit
Government obligation
Save the environment
Other (specify)
9- Why don’t you recyclein Qatar? 
(Please check as many as apply)
I don’t know what is recycling
I know what recycling is, but I don’t know how to recycle
I don’t believe in recycling
I don’t have a reason
It is difficult 
No recycling processes in place
Other (specify) 
10- Do you think recycling is well implemented and promoted in Qatar?
Yes 
No
11- Do you recycle when you are in differnet country than Qatar?
Yes
No
Only if convineint
12- If you have seen any of the waste separation and collection methods in Qa-
tar, please specify where. Fill as many as apply
Bottles collection  Where:
Glass collection   Where:
Metal collection   Where:
Paper collection  Where:
Clothes collection  Where:
Electronics collection  Where:
Batteries collection  Where:
Recycling bins collection Where:
General bins collection  Where: 
None
Other (specify) 
13- What do you think is the best way to promote recycling and waste separation 
processes in Qatar? Please check as many as apply
Proper implementation of recycling processes
Government Regulations
Social awareness campaigns
Compensation schemes
Adding fun and entertainment to recycling processes
None
Other (specify) 
14- Did you ever transform any kind of waste (plastic/glass bottles, containers, 
fabric, etc…) to a new object? 
Yes 
No
(If your answer is yes answer question 15)
15- What did you make? (Please check as many as apply)
Toy
Display object
Storage container
Tool
Other (specify)
16- Do you think is it good idea that waste bins become games that you can 
safely use to crash cans, brake glass bottles, shred papers, etc…?
Yes 
No
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17- In case the waste bins become entertaining games; will that encourage you 
to use them?
Yes 
No   Why
May be
18- If you have an empty glass bottle that you don’t need, would you like crash it 
if there is a game box made for that (where you can do it in a safe way)?
Yes 
No   Why
May be
  
19- If you have an empty glass bottle that you don’t need, would you like to trade 
it in for money (even if you have to keep it with you and take it to a special place 
to do so)?
Yes 
No   Why
May be
20- If you have an empty glass bottle that you don’t need, would you like to 
transform it to a candleholder or other object if there is special machine that 
does that for you? 
Yes 
No   Why
May be
21- If you have an empty glass bottle that you don’t need, what do you prefer to 
do with it? (Please check as much as apply)
- Throw it in the nearest trash bin
- Throw it in a special glass waste bin (only if it is near to you)
- Keep it with you till you find a special waste bin for glass
- Other (specify )
21- If you have an empty glass bottle that you don’t need, give a number from one to six for the following options. (1 for the most favorite)
                    1          2        3         4        5        6 
- Throw it in the nearest trash bin
- Throw it in a special glass waste bin (only if it is near to you)
- Keep it with you until you find a special waste bin for glass
- Crash it if there is a game box made for that (where you can do it in a safe way)
- Trade it in for money (even if you have to keep it with you and take it to a special place to do so)
- Transform it to a candleholder or other objects if there is special machine that does that for you
Thank for your time, cooperation and participation in this survey. The survey results and analysis are to explore community perspective toward recycling and domes-
tic waste generation in order to provide design solution for waste separation and collection methods to promote recycling. All answers are strictly confidential, only 
survey results and analysis will be published.
If you have any questions or interest in receiving the survey results, please do not hesitate to send an email to Imad Fadel on the following email address (fadelig@
vcu.edu). 
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Survey results 
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Participants distribution chat
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Participants
Algeria America Australia Bahrain Belgium Bangladesh Britain Canada
India Ireland Italy Indonisia Jordan Lebanon Morocco New Zealand
Croatia Denmark Egypt Philippines France
Palestine Poland Qatar Romania Syria
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